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PADUCAH, ICL, SUNDAY' MORNING, JULY '5, I906
INSTRUCTIONS PREPARED BY THE
COURT SATISFY PROSECUTION
THE HARGIS CASE WAS
BROUGHT TO A CLOSE
YESTERDAY AS TO
TESTIMONY.
JUDGE DORSEY HAS TAKEN
MATTER UNDER ADVISEMENT
JUDGE DORSEY INSTRUCTED




They Win Fix Their Punishment At
Death Or by Confinement
In Penitentiary for
Life.
eattyville, Ky., July 14:--Argu-
nts on the instructions- prepared
, Judge Dorsey were made by the
ttorneys on either side this morning,
hc jury being sent from the room
urine the arguments. Judge Bach, of
e defense, contended that it was an
tter impossibility for a defendant to
charged with conspiracy and as an
ccessory before the fact and with
ing present, aiding and inbitibg the
rime. Attorney Byrd argued the
ueston fog the commonwealth, and
rodueed authorities to prove his
ontention. The commonwealth was
ntirely satisfied with the instruc-
ions prepared by the court.
Judge Dorsey took the question of
further instructions under advise-
ment.
The case was brought to a close
tiring the day so far as the testi-
ony is concerned.
Original Instructions.
' The original instructions as pre-
ared by Judge Dorsey follow:
If you believe from the evidence to
he exclusion of a reasonable doubt
hat the defendants, James Hargis
and Ed Callaaan, formed or entered
into a conspiracy with Curtis Jett,
Thomas White, John Smith and John
ia.bner or any of them to kill Jame.;
. Ma.cum, and if you further be-
'eve from the evidence to the est-
ahnion of a reasonable doubt that
tfore the finding of the indietment
ere in the county of Breathitt, state
I Kentucky, and in 4/pursuance of
Id conspiracy and agreement, and
bile same existed Of it did existY
y one of raid named persons who
ad entered into said conspiracy (if
ame existed) did unlawfully, will-
illy, feloniously and with malic‘
orethought shoot and wound the
aid Marcum faom which shooting
nd wounding he did immediately
e, you will find the said defendants
guilty as charged in said indictment.
Or if you believe from the evidence
t the exclusion of a reasonableidr
ubt that at the time and , place
a e stated the defendants. Hargis
Callahan, did willfully, felon
sly and with malice aforethought
id, advise or encourage the said
urtis Jett of Thomas White to kill
he said Mlarcum (if either of them
id kill the said Marcum) you will
ind said defendants guilty as charged
n the indictment.
Death or Life Terms. .,
If you find the defendants pinta
inder the conditions and ekcuon-
titttees as stated in the instruction
bu will fix their punishment at
eatia or by confinement in the peni-
tentiary and during the period of
their natural lives.
The words, "with malice," in their
legal sense denote a wrongful act
one intentionally without just cause,
and tkat,by the term, 'aforethought,"
is meant a predetermination to do
he act however sudden or recently
formed in the mind before the act is
one.
The law presumes the defendants
nnocent of any offense, and you can-
, ot convict them on preponderance
Of testimony. If, therefore, you hive
from the evidence a reasonable doubt
as to the defendants having been
proved guilty as charged, or if you
have such doubt of any fact neces-
ary to make out guilty, you will find
em not guilty. If the proof justifies
t, you may find one of the 'defend.'
nts guilty and the other nclot•
r in the event you find theilt tooth
otilty you may in your discretion fix
different punishment for them with-
the limitations for punishment de-
ed in the first instruction.
GOVERNOR TO
ENFORCE LAW
WILL NOT REMIT FINES IM-
POSED FOR ILLICIT LI-
QUOR SELLING.
Whisky Sellers Should, Says the
Governor, Pay for the
Privilege.
Nashville, July 14.—Tenuessecani
who are fined for selling liquor with-
out license can have no hope of
having swill fines remitted by the
governor, for the governor has so
declared in substance.
Some days ago Gov. John I. Cox
3tated to a reporter that he had de-
termined not to remit any further
tines for carrying concealed weapons
in eiolatitm of the laws of the state
This announcement caused some un-
easiness, doubtless, among certain
individuals but the governor has
kept his word and since making this
public declaration concerning his at-
titude on the subject of punishing
those who go armed in this state he
Itas refused to consider applications
that have come to him to remit fines
i.nposed by the courts for this
offense.
On top of his
fines for going
made another declaration yesterday
which those who are disposed to
defy the law regarding the selling of
liquor without paying the license re-
quired by the state, would do well to
head. The governor says that h,
has, after mature deliberations, de'
cided not to .relieve fines imposed by
the courte for the illicit sale of
whisky in this state. If citizens of
Tennessest are disposed to se;l
whisky without license, the governor
believes that they should be made to
pay for the privilege in the way of
a fine just as these who art legiti-
mately engaged in the business are
required to pay a regular tax for that
privilege. This decision on his part.
the governor explained, is not in-
truded to change the rule as to any
jail sentences that may be imposed
for this *tense.
Gov. Cox, in brief, declares titst h.
intends to strictly enforce the law
against pistol "bolters" and illicit
whisky sellers and those who are
fined for either of these offenses need




Lein agt on • Ky.. July Lc—Fines
were abseased against Sw ft & Co.,
of Chicago arid several looal firsts
for selling adulterated sausage. In
the case of flood & Co., local job-
bers, it was sihown that they had
sold a can or bologna sausage which
oorirained boric acid, an antiseptic.
It was elso proved that She article
had been purchased by the local firms
ins original form, from Swarzschild
& Sulzberger, packers of Chicago,
and that 4 was purrasasedi with that
firma' guarantee of purity anti bore a
United States government inspection
label. The article being adiulterated,
and the state being unable to reach
the packer, caused the jobber to be
indicted. A plea of guilty was en-
tered and a fine of $21 imposed.
LAY BITULITHIC.
Contractors Begin Spree ng Compo-
eltion Tomorrow Morning.
GIRL WEDS MOTHER'S SLAYER
Daughter of Nellie Patton Marries TRY FIGHTING
Man Who Murdered Her.
The contractors have everything
ready and will tomorrow morning
c omme nice spreading the b.tillit hie
material at Fourth and Kentucky ave-
nue. The work will be carried west
on the avenue to Seventh street, and
then up Seventh to Jefferson. PO the
latter can be finished and thrown
open to the public, and an avenue of
ogteita and ingress given the traffic
vehich has -been blockaded for -many
rnontihs.
Sioux City, Iowa, July 14—Ten
years after he killed her mother
while he was almost a wreck form
the use of drugs W. P. Royce, an
sf tile S:uux City Gas and
Electric company, was married to
Miss Loretta P. Hendrickson, daugh
ter of -Nellie Patton, who was mur-
dered by Royce in a fit of jealousy
Nov. 24, 1895.
Held Without Bail.
kusselihrille, Ky., July T 4.—The
eantraniagtrl (-4 Luther Herndon, a
negro charged with killing a negro
from' Rata, Ky., and mortally wound-
ing Jlohn Duncan, colored; in a fight
near South Union, /Cy., on June u,
:was held yesterday. Herndon was




THEY WILL NOT BE PERMIT-
TED TO CONTINUE THEIR
LAZINESS.
Lyosargus Rice Finds It Very Dull in
the Cow Line Just at Present
—Police News.
Mayor Venter yesterday notified
Chief of Police James Colfines that
the city must be cleared of the loaf-
ers who congregate at every corner,
and immediately afterwads the chief
conveyed the edict to the patroamen,
who are given rigid instructions to
make every bum or professonal loaf-
er either go to work, to jail, or leave
the city.
Black and white loafer, lounge
around everywhere, blockade the pith-
tic thoroughfares, sleep most of the
day, run all night looking for some-
thing to steal or for victims. bus they-
win have to so. a; the instructions are
specific. This will undoubtedly be a
gtvod riddance for She city.
Dull In Cow market
Ma. Lycurgtst Rice, rhe official cow
catcher for the city, is finding things
very dull in his line, as he has sot
been ebk to fluid any cows or -boraces
upon the qattblic streets for about one
month. This evidences the fact that
everybody realizes they will not es-
cape prosecution rf their animals are
found straying on the public high-
ways therefore they are keeping up
tbe (min-mats, or having diem bearded
pia pearly.
Wanted To Treat Home.
Two young men, wed tilled with
whisky, came to the city frown the
the country yetterclay to tette in the
circus, but in the morning they de-
rided to "take in" Charles W. Rod-
futs' anioon at Third and Kentucky
avenue. and tr ed to ride their horses
ins-Ale the bar. They were driven out
the doorway and rode off, possibly
hunting fbr excitant-tat elsewhere.
Pothsthook Found.
Deputy Sfieriff T. J. aloore has in
his possession a pocketbook that he
found clown ore Broadway yeaterday.
He picked it up on the aidewalls, and
the owner can procure it by calling
on him. The purse contained quite a
sum of money.
Extra Men EmnloYed.
Chief James Collins yesterday had
the regular police force out handling
the circus crowds, and in addition the
following extra men: Moore Church-
hill, F. M. Midttock, . Henry Scanlon
and T. .J. Moore.
Horse and Buggy Found.
Mr. J. E. Smith of the county yes-
terday mornng fount% his horse hitch-
ed to a post on nouroe between Fifth
and Sixth streets. It was taken from
the park lot the night before wihile
he was attending the Casino perform-
the parties finished riding totheir
hearts content they abandoned the
outfit here in the city.
WANTS HER CHILD.
Mrs. Ross Now Able to Care For Lit-
tle One Which is Refused Her.
CASE MOTORROW





REFEREE BAGBY SET JULY
28TH AS TIME FOR MEET-
II4G OF GOSSETT
CREDIORS.
Mrs. Catherine Hessig's Claim Al-
lowed Against Bankrupt Son's
Estate--Fenan Held to
°rand jury.
Tomotroav in the court of Justice
Charles Emery the case ot
Manager A. L. Joynes, of the
Cumberland telephone company, and
Grocer Jaines Lally comes up for
trial. They are charged with engag-
ing in a tight several days ago at
the telephone oilice, where the
grocer had gone to see why he
could not get connections with
joppa. Ill., over the long distance
'phone.
Mrs. J. H Ross of Jackson, Tenn.,
is here trying to reclaim posseseion
of her twelve year old girl, Ruby
May West, who is at the Home of
the Friendless. . Three years ago the
rivotber tlivtell here, but her reduced
circumstances prevented her 14.9m
properly carats; for the child, whisk'
was put its the home. The mother,
moved -to Jackson Tenn., a ft erwards,
married violin, and now being in psi-
to isare for the little one, came
here for the girl, but the matron of
the home reftradi to give up the child.
If the cannot get it othersvise, Mr
Ross will resort to legal procedure.
VOL 23, NO. 63
1st which time those having accounts pEAcEmAKER 
against Gossett will select their
trustee to take charge of the estate
while it is being wound up. Petitions
were filed in the United States court
to force Gossett into bankruptcy, and
he agreeing, the referee now winds
up matters.
itevenson's Case.
There also comes up tomorrow in
Squire Emery's court the warrant
charging the young fellow Stevenson
with making improper and insulting
remarks in the presence of Constable
Lane's family.
Ingram Taken Away.
Clarence Ingram was yesterday
taken to St. Louis where he will be
given a trial at Jefferson Barracks on
the charge of deserting from the
United States army at Fort Snelling
two years ago. He lives here, where
he has been ever since deserting, and
was arrested last Sunday, since which
time he has been in the county jail.
We Loses Horse.
Yesterday in the county coup
Judge Lightfoot decided that the
bay mare in controversy belonged to
M. G. Chiles, who had been given
same by his father, W. 'S. Chiles be-
fore death of the latter. The hatter's
widow, Hallie Cloildes, claimed the
mare, but it is awarded M. G. Chiles,
and Nellie Chili is given ;too out of
the estate of her husband to offset
this.
Property Sold.
Land on the Blandville road in th
county has been sold by A. H. Male..
:o W. R. Miles for aao and the deed
filed for record yesterday with the
county clerk
Clato Rudolph sold to M. E. Trite
for 'boo land out in the county.
Property at Trimble and Givens
streets has been bought by J. Andy
Bauer from George 0. Morgan for
$1,Soo.
For $75 Alonze Wiggins has sold
to Alfred Houser property on the
Mayfield anti Paducah road.
Maggie Alexander, 34, of Mar-ages
License Marry.
Charles Peyton,aged 44. arfl
ion, Ill., were yesterday granted a
license to marry. They are colored.
Clerk Much Better.
County Clerk Hiram Smedley
writes from Mont Eagle, Tenn., that
his sojourn there is causing much of
rovem nt In his health and
hi 'a
Referee Bagby, in the court, has
altowed the claim of Mrs. Catherine
Hessig against her bankrupt son.
Dr. Herman T. Hessig. The claim
amounts to $14,000 she loanedtheson,
land she will get her pro rata part
of the assets. Other creditors con-
tended the son did not owe her this
much, but the referee finds he does.
Several weeks ago, when a dividend
was declared, all creditors except
Mrs. Hessig got their pro rata part.
her's being held up until the excep
tions to her claim were disposed of.
Now she gets her portion of the
first declaration.
Magisterial Court.
Justice Charles Emery convenes
his monthly court tomorrow at his
office on Legal Row.
Fenan Held Over.
Yesterday Justice Knott, of the
county, held to the grand jury in
$500 bond George Fenan, the man
who is charged with stealing the
fine watch from his employer, Will
Cook, near Heath several days ago.
Magistrate Knott came to the city
to hold the trial, Fenan being in jail,
and on the latter being unable to
execute bond, was consigned back to
his cell.
Insolvent Oath.
Houston Hamilton and Custer
Jones were released from the county
jail yesterday on taking the insolvent
debtor's oath. They had served 6o
slays for handling liquor without a
license, and by taking the debtor's







Sot Fleet Covered With Black Tar,
Mush to Their Regret and
Discomfort.
Quite a good joke is told on a
crowd of young ladies and gentlemen
who went too the Wallace park lake
several 'evenings ago to enjoy several
'hours 'bathing. They underwent an
experience that stayed with them
quit, a white.
After cbonning the bathing suits and
eitockings, the young ladies esp ed a
rowboat near the bath faiouse, and
decided they wanted to take a ride.
All piled in, floated around over the
lake a while, and then, when they
started to get out, found their feet
were stuck to the bottom of the craft.
To &en dismay and possibly dis-
watt, it developed that the bottom of
the boat was filled with tar. and their
feet were stuck peaty firmly. Fnally
they wriggled their tootsy- wicxstses
loose, and finding the tar had soaked
through their stockings and on to
their feet, this naturadly brought the
pleasure of bathing to a close.
The ladies tried to rub it off with
corn cobs and dirt, but it would not
work so they had to put on their
shoes and return home with their feet
m this blacleened condition. The
that he will be able to return next
week to resume charge of his office.
New County Roads.
Mr. Bert Johnson, supervisor of
the county roads, has closed a
contract with Bert Gholson to
build the graveled part of
the Raper Mill road, while H. C.
Powers got the contract for the
Bryant Ford road wolk. G. C. Bean
was the lowtst bidder for the Said
road improvement, but after looking
into the matter refused to sign the
contract, fearing he would lose
money.
Additional proposals will be called
for on this latter highway work.
. Creditors Wetting
Yesterday Referee Bagby of tli7s,
krupt court issued an order noti-
the creditors Leander J. Gos-
, of Gilbartsville, Ky.. that the
1 meeting l of creditors will be
>his city Saturday, July 28th,
tigOt r 11,1.113111g 'it Ll1mVICtrI .11 t1rV
made the tar hot, and- it blistered
them pretty badly, especially where
the tar worked in between their toes.
This is an experience often encount-
ered by boys in swimming, but the
first for the ladies, all of whom are
among the city's most prom -near
3-axing people.
OBJECT TO WHISKY BARRELS
Temperance Women at Chautauqua















* • « 5* * * « 
* -WAR DECLARED •
* BETWEEN GUATEMALA '
AND SALVADOR *
* New York, July ia--A telegram *
* frm Guatemala says fresh hos- *
* tilities have taken place on the •
* border. The invasion of the •
* country by Salvadorean troops is *
* considered to be a declaration of *
* war. War is accepted here by of- *
* facial decree. The country has
* been placed under martial law. *
* and there is a general call to *
• arms. •
Evansville, Ind., July r4.—This
being Women's Christian Temper-
ance Union day at the Evansville
Chatitaluma, the women objected to
forty whisky barrels on the grounds
from which drinking water is served.
The management agreed to move the
barrels and the ladies buy new ones.




Oyster Bay, July 14.—In extending
the good offices of the United States
in conjunction with Mexioo to end
the dispute between Guatemala and
Salvador, President Roosevelt has no
Programme of action outlined.
The United State" will follow the
suggestion of the contending govern-
ments if they indicate a desire to ac-
cept the meckation offered.
No suggestion as to the mode of
procedure to be followed w II come
from the United States, it is an-
nounced here todey, unites request
or suggestion should be made oy
Guatemala or Salvador.
Possible Ways.
The mediation might take the form
of a joint arbitration tribunal repre-
senting Mexico and the United States
to which Guat emal a and Salvador
could present their vespect.ve cases.
Again. Guatemala and Salvador niight
act through a peace commission com-
posed of repreaentatives from their
own governments.
No reply has as yet been made to
the offer which was extended yester-
day through the state department un-
der instructions from President
Roosevelt.
Martial Law.
Panama, July La—Private a'd'vice
received from Guatemala report that
inertial law has been declared
tbroughtout the whole of that republic
and that all male persons above 21
years of age -have been coaled to arms,
VATICAN FALLING TO PIECES
Pope Takes Fright and Is Rapidly
Moving From Apartment
Rome. July 14.—ft has long been
known that some parts of the Vati-
can are unsafe, but it has just been
discovered that the palace is prac-
tically falling to pieces. Even the
corner where the pope's aparttnent is
situated needs strengthening and the
pontiff is moving out. The walls,
which are cracked, bulging and lean-
ing outward, will be temporarily
strengthened immedistely. To make
the whole bu Id ng safe switb-rerrorirt-
inore than $ioo,000.
WILL TEST NEW MEAT LAW
Armour Manager Fined at Fargo, N.
D., for Selling Putrid Meat.
Fargo, N. D., July 4.—Manager
Sirrs of the Fargo branch of Armour
& Co.. packers, charged with selling
"unwholesome and putrid" meat, was
fined $50 by Judge Ryan today. The
court stated that the evident desire
of both parties seemed to be to test
the constitutionality of the meat in-
spection law and imposed the fine
so that an appeal could be taken and
a higher court pass on its validity.
Bankrupt's Petition.
.Wn'i. E. Killough of Lowe s Cross
Roads. Ky., filed a bankrupt's peti-
tion yesterday with the United states
court clerk. giving $3.5oo liabilitici







004106,c=s140000e=a40e=s0G411110e—>Otte==>00O0Otee=>00G4000 M. and Mrs. C. B. Whittemore, Mr.
'and Mrs. A. D. Miles, Mr. and Mrs.
brilliance coming from the pretty NV. M. Weber, Mrs. A. F. Harris,
Japanese lanterns pendant from the Mrs. Ligion, Mrs. Mary Pease, Mrs.
trees and porch. There prevailed all Lizzie Pease, Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
the amusements that comprise a Martin, Mr .and Mrs. J. B. Elmore,
and Lucille Pennywitt composed a jolly social evening, and before ad-'Mrs and Mrs. Charles Hart; Misses
small party that enjoyed Wednesday journment many delicacies were serv- Messie Pease, Rebecca Goulson, Lola
evening at Wallace park where they ed the attendants. Hughes, Annie Stevens, Nellie Over-
took supper in picnic style. Those there were: Moddy and street, 
Jennie Kelly, Ida Unselt, May
Tillie Rosenthal, Pauline Tylene, end Vivian Hart; Messrs. Noble, Ro-
Ice Cream Social. Nellie Knight, Go!die Fields, 
Lydne mert and Neville Webb, J. W. Long,
Charleston, Mabel Heintz, Marchy J. W. Webb, Zack Pease, J. D. Kelly. For Bridal Pair.
Many peopleewere entertained at • elecc Buddy, -Irette---Leaivardr- '.A1. C' . Overetreet, A. D. Milli, J. W.
the ice cream social given Friday
her hospitable home all alone, andthel Atkins, Irene Curd, Fred Paxton,
gathering was one of those huge and Belle V. O'Brien, Ethel O'Brien,
delightful kinds that always prevail Mary Cave, Alma Higgins, Marjorie
tinder her welcoming roof. Loving, Blanche Street, Saidee Smith,
A big dinner was spread upon the Carrie Ham, Dow Gilson, Corinne
lawn at noon, while during the day Winstead, Pearl Barry, Lulu Mayes
a happy time was had in many re_ Sutherland, Vera Johnston, Robbie
silents. Those there —were: =-Mrs. Loving, Louise Janes, Henry Alcott,
Mollie Martin, Mrs. F. L. Goulson, Erma Reitz, MXssrs. Grover Burns,
Will .ReAldlick, Will Bell, Watson
Bac finnan, Mar shall Pur, year, Frank
Davis, Miontene nand Herbert Mar-
tin, Lorenzo Emery, Oswald Cheek,
(Mark Bondurant, Will Scott, Melville
Byrd. Frank ,Oheela, Roily Graham,
Ntorvin Allen, Ben Griffith, Thomas
Newell, Edwin Randle, Leslie Par-
year, Henry Cave, Derwood Sutton,
Edward Cave, Harry Gilbert, Wilson
Puryear, Warren Sights, Donald Pal-
mer, Rus,sell Palmer.
Park Supper.-
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ashton and lit-
tle son, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Baker,
Misses Lillie Beadles, Jennie Young
evsning by the young ladies of the
Tenth street Methodist church, upon
the lawn of the William Byrd home
on Fifth near Husbasds street. Ices
and other refreshments were served
to the many present, and a nice time
had by all.
Lawn Social.
The Women's . Home Mission so-
ciety of/ the Trimble street Methodist
church will entertain next Tuesday
evening with a charming party upon
the lawn' of the church at Twelfth
and Trimble streets. Music will be
fuinished by Jackson's band, while
numerous forms of amusement are
being arranged for the gathering, to






Mrs. George Oehlschlaeger and
daughter, Elizabeth, and Mrs. J. W.
White and daughters, Eloise and
Mary, spent Wednesday at Metropo-
lis participating in the family reunion
held by Mrs. Kate Brady, one of
that city's most estimable ladies.
Many were there and a most profi-
table social day passed, the Paducah-
ens returning home that evening
aboard the Dick Fowler.
...t
rY for Visitors.Mr. and Mrs. Merreii Carr of
Murray, were the honoress of a
small party given Thursday evening
by Miss Gertrude Hovenden of
South Fifth street. Games, refresh-
ments and a jolly good time prevail.
et among the guests' who were
Misses Lorena Graham, Nellie
Gockel, Elizabeth Graham, Miss Carr
and Messrs. Carr, Marshall Jones, C
Ne-dham and Lacey Threlkeld.
Dinner Party.
Miss Adak Hart Miller of Chicago,
and Mr. T. M. Saurie of Nashville,
Tenn., were the honores for an
evening dinner given Tuesday by
Mrs. A. L Joynes at her residence
on Madison near Sixth street. Thoss
cccupying places at the table, where
an excellent course luncheon was
served, were: Misses Clara Belle
Fugue, Alva List, Jessie Hart Miller,
and Messrs. Harry Singleton, Rollie.
Graham and T. M. Saurie.
Presbyterian Picnic.
The largest outing the past week
was the picnic given Tuesday at Al-
mo several miles out of the city on
the N., C. & St. L. railroad, by the
Presbyterian Sunday school of this
city. There lacked only a few of
being 500 upon the grounds, and a
great time was had frolicking in the
woods by both young and old.
Special trains carried the delega-
tion down and back, leaving at
£4 o'clock that morning, and returning
.at 6 o'clock in the afternoon.
Dinner and Theater Party.
Miss Frances Tempest Herndon of
Washington street, entertained Mon-
day evening with a most charming
dining at her home, complimentary
to. Mr. W. C. Stevenson of New
York, who is visiting Mr. Richard
Scott. The table was prettily deco-
reed with sweet peas, and the many
excellent courses enjoyed. Those
present were Misses Mary Scott,
Frances Herndon, Mr. and Mrs.
James Young, Messrs. Richard Scott
rind W. C. Stevens; Misses Gertrude
Seel t It Ss r r and Mellor-.
'Harry Gilbert and Gail Beater after-
wards joined the party that spent the
remainder of the evening at Wallace
perk winessing the play at the Ca-
sino
For the Little Ones.
The fourth anniversary of the birth
of rule Miss Georgia Mabel lielsley
was the occasion for a happy gather-
ing of her little friends Tuesday
evening at the residence of her grand
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Iceman
of 544 South Sixth street. A fine
time was had the little tots in-
dulging in the games, and enjoying
'the dainty ices and cakes.
Those in the crowd were: Master
Lsslie Galvin, Lexie Grief, Lawrence
Biunham, Worten Rodfus, Hal
Earnhardt, Charles. Leake, Ben and
Roy Boulware and Philip Tinsley and
'Misses Jennie Jones, Julia Galvin, ha
Eernharde Mac Leake, Alberta
Reid, Genela Ballowe, Opal Brandon,
Ullie Tinsley and Mary C. Helsley,
Peu^d Party.
Miss Mila Sandy of too5 Broadway
Fad many friends as her happy guests
Tuesday evening at their home,
NsIt'ch was surrourded by ,,t.rays of




A CLEARING SALE---Actual values range up to $4.91
but we have made one price on all, $1:50.
A BARGAIN IN SHEETS
Meachem, Haskel Sandy, Griver and Harr ig and Bert Ligon. the recipients of a delightful surprise
Julius Rosenthal, Jamie Stiger, Ola
and John Finley, Willie Walker, John ing
Nlulvin, Henry Presnell.
For Popular Guests.
At their pretty home on Trimble
street Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Ragan
Monday evening entertained with an
attractive lawn party, out of honor to
Miss Nannie Lee Gilliam of Evans-
ville, Ind., Miss Anna Tomlinson of
Golconda, Ill., and Mr. James D.
Glopper of Nashville, Tenn. Lanterns
and seats bedecking the lawn formed
an attractive place for the evening,
while dainty refreshments added to
the enjoyment of the many guests.
For Misses Burkham.
All spent a delightful time Monday
evening at the residence of Miss
Audrey Taylor on Clay street, at
which time she received a number of
guests complimentary to the Misses
Burkham of Cincinnati, who are the
fair visitors at the residence of their
aunt, Mrs. J. K. Burkham of Madi-
son street. Indulgences of a varied
nature acorded amusement to all,
while service of light refreshments
was tendered.
Social Evening.
'Mir. and Nfre. C. C. Duvall of Sev-
'en'th and Boyd streets had a few
friends entertained at their home
Tuesday evening and a jolly time had,
the phonograph furn shiny many rare
selection/. while the refreshments
comprised many dainties.
Those invited were: Mr. and Mrs.
Nr. S. Sanders, Mat Linch, Fort
Grimmer, T. B. Owens, R. L. Kem-
mer, Sam Davis; Mrs. Jewell Seay,
Miss Daisy Bryant and Messrs. Ar-
nan Price, Walter Carpenter and Sam
Davis.
In Honor of Birth.
Complimentary to the sixteenth an-
nivers?ry of her birth, Miss Rosa
Owens, entertained a number of
guests Thursday evening with a de-
lightful gathering at her home on
Adams street. Many games and pro-
ertssive conversation whiled away
several happy hours, during which
luncheon was enjoyed.
The guests were:. .Misses Clara
Rhodes, Carrie Crowder, Mrs. Coch-
ran, Susie and Dorothy Oberhauser.
Willie Reter, Millie Dicke, Laura
Belle Prince, Rena and Angie Grief;
Messrs. Will Iseeniland, Marion Grif-
fith, Earl Griffith, R. Craig, Morris
and Will Cochran.
Outing on Hay Wagon.
Several happy hours were spent on
a hay ride lark Thursday evening by
a jolly crowd as guests of Mr. Frank
Hovenkamp. and after the tour a
light lencheon was staved at the
home of Mrs. Sills on the Benton
road near the city.
Those out were: Misses Birdie
Sears, Maud Tucker, Birdie Meachem,
Beaulah Rooch, Birdie Rooch, Eliz-
abeth Yopp, Flossie Tucker, Eva Mil-
ler, and the Misses Meachem;
Messrs. Frank Hovenkamp, Robert
Sears. Andy Hovenkamp, Charlie
Meachem, Press Jackson, John Ar-
nett, V. Yarbro and many others.
Evening at soo.
An evening at Five Hundred wit;
hugely enjoyed Thursday night by a
party of happy guests at the resi-
dence of Mr. Roy Katterjohn of
Fifth near, Clark stet, receiving
his friends complimentary to Mr. 0.
L. Breedlove of Virginia, who is so-
journing here.
Pink and white was the color hus
for the home decorations that con-
sisted mainly of elegant American
beauties, while into the punch, ices,
cakes and nuts continued the scheme
in each respect. It was indeed a
charming affair, the spirited game
furnishing much delight.
Those invited were: Misses May
Belle Beyer, Mabel Shelton, Lena
Shelton, Gussie Herring, Anna Wells,
Jessie Rooks Virginia Johnson, Clara
Goodman, Edna Rooks, Jean itte
Petter, Katie Batter, Messrs. Roy
Katterjohn, Howard Shelton, Herb-
ert Ellietf, Lawrence Clampitt, W. I.
S. S. Club Gathering.
Nfiany airnosurnents and delicious
refreshments were enjoyed Wednes-
day evening by the S. S. Club that
gathered with Miss Mnrjorie Fleagle
at herr home on Clay etreeti near
Sixth. The young people conducted
a charming gathering of several
hours, those there being Misses Floe-
Fie Bugg, Marion Piper, Katherine
Garrow, Nell Piper, Blanche Ander-
son, Mildred Piper, Elizabeth Wee-
met, Bonnie Dobson and Mlarjorie
Flee gle.
Charming Evening.
A few invited guests sbared the
many amusements furnished, them
Wednesday evening by Miss May-
belle Beyer of Fifth and Mpnroe
streets. Late in the afternoon the
jolly crowd went to the park where
eevoral happy hours were spent, and
an elegant supper spread. Iii the
evening the party returne I and
whiled away several additional hours
of enjoyment at the charming bes-
tirs& home, ve'here refreshing ices and
dainty cakes were served
Those in. the party were Ntisses
Jessie Rock% 'Mary Shelton. Maybelle
Beyer. Lena Shelton and Messrs
Breathload of Virginia, Walter Bock-
party tendered them Thursday even-
at the residence, on Broad street,
cf Mr. and Mrs. Frank Petter, by
the Lutheran Social Club, the mem-
bers of this popular organization
rushing down upon the happy newly
married pair and according them s.
fine time.
A delicious lunch was partaken of
during the evening by the guests
who were:
Rev. and Mrs. A. C. llten, Mr. and
Mrs. 0. D. Schmidt, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Kamleiter, Mr. and Mrs. Fritz,
Mr. and Mrs. H. Wilcox, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Wanner, Misses Carrie
Runge, Rosa Runge, Louise Rott-
eering, Dora Hummel, Sophia Back-
r, Lillian Peters, Stella Kettler, El-
sie Heowischer, Freida Dunback, Ida
Neiman, Mary Berger, Louise Beyer,
Lucy Steinhauer, Clara Phillips, Katie
Steinhauer, Lillian Kettler, Miss Wil-
cox and Messrs. George Beyer,
Wm, Rottegring, Gus Lageay, Wil-
ham Dunback, Fred Steinhauer, Gott-
lieb Rouff, Gus Wieman, Frank Pet-
ter and William Weirich.
Entertained for Nieces.
Miss Jincye Smith of Fifth
Harrison streets entertained very
lightfully Wednesday afternoon
her residence, complimentary to
man, Howard lton and Roy ICat- little nieces Misses Mary Smith
terjohn. Martha E. Wallace, forms s
Clarksville, Tenn.
Morning Euchre. A happy time in many ways was
Miss Elizabeth Boswell of Arcadia liad by the young people defightine
entertained 'Phursday morning with a themselves with the many amuse-
charming euchre party at their hand- mcnts furnished. Dainty refresh-
some country hornic. complimentary
to Miss Unlike Guthrie of LUcalii,
Net., who is her popular visitor. A
bevy of young people spent a happy
morning during which luncheon was
served.
Those there were: Misses Louise
Guthrie. of Lincoln. Neb., Margery
Brown, of Atlanta, Ga., Mildred West
of St. Louie, Amanda Long. of Rus-
sellville, Ky.. • Carrie Truebiart. of
Lone/vale. Lucia Powell, Catherine
Powell, Eloise Bradshaw, Anita
Keiler. Henri Alcott. Elsie Hodge,
%Weed Soule, Ltseyette Soule, Fran-
ces Wallace, Saidee Smith. Lucille
Weil, FATIlla Yeitier. Dorothy bang-
staff. Neil Hendlrieln. Elizabeth Kirk-
land, Etizabeth Atkins.
Women's Auxiliary.
A happy time •wers spent Wednes-
day afternoon by the Woman's Auxil-
iary of the Knights of Columbus, at
the residence of Mrs. Patricki Lally
Anradia, tIh member* going out
in their vehic le<. The :hospitable
home was prettily decorated and an
inernsally pktasant time spent. Dur-
ing the husaness meeting of the ladies
three new ententheTA were admitted to
the auxiliary, Nies. James fleffich
and Mieees Mary Gaegan and Maggie
Lyclem. The social. sesso.ors followed
and afforded many sources of enjoy-
111: ne. The luncheon served was
quite elaborate.
Those out were: Mesdames Wil-
liam Lydon, John J. Dorian, George
Nflielool, John Donovan. A. R. Grouse.
Walter Seek, Pat Grogan, James
Hireflkh, John Trantham, Augusta
Boddie. ,Fedwarrt Haer,m, Richard
Coogan, Ill.tery Snyder, Thomas Rob-
erts, Fred MeCleery, Misses Mary
Geasean, Nflagerie Lydon. The next
meeting will he with Mrs. Palm J.
Dorian at her home on Fourth and
Axiagnis streets, Jltsly 18.
Elegant Affair.
One of the most beautiful social
affairs of the past week was the
elaborate lawn party given Thursday
evening by Miss Edna Eades at her
home on Jefferson near Ninth street
coMplinventaty to Misses Lucille and
Beulah Berryman of Knoxville,
Tenn., who are visiting Miss Merry
I3ondurant, of Sixth and Harrison,
and also in honor of Miss Rosa Rains
of Birmingham, Ala., who is the
guest of her cousin, Miss Ella B.
Wilhelm of North Fifth street.
The numerous large trees on ths.
spacious lawn well bedecked with
bright Japanese lanterns that illumi-
pated the grounds with a mellow
glow. A large bevy
young people were delighted with the
numerous format of enjoyment prepar-
ed for them by the charming hostess.
Butts, Will MlcDiowell, Dr. Childress, many diversOns being participated
John ,Bleich, Harry Hank and 0. L. in both on the lawn and in the brit-
Breedlove, of Virginia. liant parlors. The refretehiment con-
sietteel of ices and dainty cakes.
Family Reunion. Three there were: Misse5 rie
t-Mrs. Mary J. Hart Thursday enter- Wilcox. Mary Itondorant. Ell Wil-
tained a number of relativet and helm, Rose Bains, Casendra 'are,
friends at her residence in the - unty Lucille Blackard, Manic 
Brn.
on the Blandville road, comp en-' Carrie Grffitir, Beulah Pt ymaz I,
tary to the eighty-first anniv rsary Lucille Perryman, Lillie M








The guests included Misses Hattie
grown, Sadie May Williams, Ednan
Clark, Frances Soule, Emily Schroe-
der, Susie Dabney, Elizabeth Miller,
Eimer Stegar, Elywn Berry, Kather-
in Williamson, Laura Townes, Ruth
Hinkle, Mary McCune, Mary Boone
Wilcox, Martha Wallace, Mary
Smith, Inex Ayers of Fulton, and
Mary and Mildred Smith of Clarks-
ville, Tenn. Masters Frank L. Scott.
Gtorge Catlett, WIddie 'Lang,
Robert Utterback, Johnnie Griffin,
Warren Gilbert, Johnnie E. William-
son, Jr., Will 1. I.evy, Alvin Berry
Mark Smith, Henry Robertson.
Willie Hannan, Emmett liannate
jack Smith. Smith Wallace and
Davis Stcgar.
Supper at Park.
Misses Lucile and Beulah Perry-
man of Knoxville, Tenn., the charm-
ing guests of Miss Mary elondurant
of Sixth and Harrison streets, were
the honored guests for the dainty
slipper given Friday evening at Wal-
lace park by Miss Corinne Winstead.
The luncheon served was quite
elaborate, and a happy time had by
the party, that consisted 1,f MiS5e7
Lucile and Beulah Perryman, Corinne
Winstead, Mary Bondurent, Henri
Alcott; Nelia Hatfield, Marjorie Lov-
ing; Messrs. Henry Cave, Guy Jones,
Henry Ilenneberger, Frank Cheek,






Le-sue and Mr. Muir
wore united in marriage Mon-
(key evening at 11:.so o'clock at tire
residence of the brides uncle, Mr
Coley Piper, of Sixth and Ifrimblie
streets. The ceremony Was perform-
ed by Rev. W. W. Armstrong of the
Trimble street Metihndst c'h'urcli
settilve misery eel ifis'ing- ieseite
nit ten4aroce.
The young people are now residing
at the residence of Mire Logue, but
on comipletion of the latter's new
borne on Wiest Trimble street they
will live- out there. They are both
among the city's, unusually popular
young folks. and have many friends







The tax on dogs shall be kept as1
separate fund and be used to pay f
• 'sheep killed by dogs.Dog Law Ellaburate provisions are made fp
providing the loss of sheep, sad
l e.laims for damages shall be actedby the fiscal court. 'the owner
, the dog shall he liable for tante
:dene by his dog, but if a person
'bairn upon the premises of the o
er at night no damages shalll be
lowed.
All dogs listed for taxation sh
be regarded 25 property, and
owner may recover ler all dams
Judge clone to his dog.Mr. Hutchinson called
The dog tax will not be colleenLolsgrove Saturday and asked that
until next year.the sheriff he notified of the fact
Every person who owns orthat Clark owned a sheep-killing dog
hors a dog and fails to list ft wand that a man be sent out there to
the assessor shall he fined Sto fkill the dog. Upon Hutchinson's af-
each dog, and if he fails or refusesfidavit that he had been to the home flay 
the tax he shall be finedci Clark and identified the dog.
less than $25 for each offense.Jedge Polsgrove issued an order di-
Any person who shall put out pmeting that an officer be sent to the
scene and the first to "tackle the
job" was Deputy Sheriff Graham. He
returned and stated that Clark had
jail for six months or both, at tpositively refused to have, the dog
discretion of the jury, and shallkilled.
liable for damages to the ownerA warrant was issued for Clark
the dog.end Deputy Sheriff Suter was sent
The tax is $1 on each, and eveio serve it. It was returned marked
"executed," Clark having given bond dog.
ilie sum of $icio for his appear-
FRENCHance in the county court later in the
v eck to answer the charge of own-
ing a sheep-killing dog.
Fer each (lay Clark refuses to al-
Jew the dog to be killed he Is piling
up a five dollar penalty. When 11-
(lees appear in court it will probably
be his effort to prove that his dog
did not kill the sheep. Failing this
a fine of five dollars, for every day
itiring which he refused to have the
dog killed will be assessed. Another'
question that will have to be settled
:t the man is cleared is as to whether
lie is liable for this penalty even on
the days preceding his trial.
Attorney James Andrews Scott of
the Frankfort bar, representing John
Clark, is preparing to test the consti-
tutionality of the dog law, on the
idea that the owner of the dog is
given no opportunity to be heard ail was defersied by 'Alonzo Gree
to whether or not the animal is Smith, former-attorney general of
guilty of the charge preferred against (Nano; John W. Kern, of Indiampol
atedl attormye from Paoli and. Sal
WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-1 . The Law. Church Social.






actual value 65c, for 50c per sheet. No less by
the dozen
COOL BLACK JAP SILKS
THT LIGHTEST, COOLEST AND STRONGEST BLACK SILKS
YOU CAN WEAR ARE THESE SPLENDID SUBSTANTIAL JAP-
SILKS AT 50e, 75c AND $1.00 PER YARD.
OSTERMOOR MATTRESSES •
WHETHER YOU SLEEP POORLY OR WELL THE OSTER-
MOOR MATTRESS IS THE GREATEST COMFORT AT THE
LEAST EXPENSE THAT AMERICAN INGENUITY HAS EVER
DEVISED. IT IS NOT TOO MUCH TO SAY THAT YOU D
NOT KNOW WHAT PREFECT RELAXAION IS—THE JOY 0
JUST "LETTING GO" WITHOUT TRYING TO AVOID THE BUM
OF THE OLD FASHIOIVED HA! R MATTRESS — UNTIL Y
REST ON AN OSTERMOOR. PRICES $15.00 AND S16.50.
MILLINERY
For Ladies' Trimmed Hats see Mrs. Cora Willia
Clark, second floor.
L. B. Ogilvie, Co
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
Agents ,r Butte k Patterns
Subocribet for the DELINEATOR, Three months for twenty-five cents
the New
Trouble in bunches has befallen the
sheriff's office in the effort to exe-
cute the new Croan dog law, the first
man to come under the ban was
John Clark who is alleged to own a
dog which killed several sheep own-
ed by William IlutchAson, says the
Frankfort Journal.
on
on on his premises or elsewhere,
the same may poison any dug, sh




Quo Warrant° Proceedings A
ed ro Annul Charter of the Co.
Paoli, Ind.. July 14.—Qese warrant
peneeiteings ferought by the state
Indiana against mu,' French Lie
Springy' and West Baden Hotel Ci
parties for annulment of their chart
the apopiiiiterent of temporary recce
ers and the adSninisteation of the a
sets among the ciretitors on accot
of alleeed gambling at the casin
owned by the hotel companies
leased to other persons, were be
today befirre Jiodge Thomas llinskir
Attorniey General Charles W. Mill
represented ger state, while
French Lick Springs Hotel C
••••••••••••
be taxed. ciety of the Trimble street M
Every person who keeps or has.- church will give an ice cream
bors a dog on his place, or Allows it on lawn at Twelfth and Trimble str
HAyEs tO be done, shall he considered its Toteselley 'evening, July 17. Jack.°owner. band furnfiaher the music.
The assessor shall note the name,
kind, color, size, age and sex in the A little love is Worth a great deal














Was Walking in a Field, and the
Shot Was Fired From
Some Distance.
Miss Eulah Corneal, of the Lamont
-section of the county is confined at
• their home with a jagged hole in
her right hip, caused by sornebne
b•100tilig her the first of last week sr
an unusual manner. She is one of
the county's best known young
ladies, who has numerous friends
here in Paducah where she is exceed-
ingly popular.
neal _who_
.c•f age, was walking through the
'field of their farm, when suddenly a
-ecport of a firearm was heard from
the nearby woods, Immediately
Miss Carneal dropped to the ground,
"land blood dyed her dress. An in-
seestigation developeti that the bullet
from the revolver or rifle had struck
bet in the right thigh near the hip,
tearing a big hole in her limb. She
was carried to her home where she
Is now confined, and will be laid up
several weeks.
It is not known who fired the shot
but it is presumed someone in the
woods was either hunting, or out
target shooting, because it is not be-




-*SHERIFF HAS TO SETTLE BY
NOVEMBER i WITH STATE
AUDITOR.
This Year the Penalty Goes On
October i and Has To Be Paid
By All Delinquents.
Under the new !Kate revenue law
the %sheriffs of Kentucky are compel-
let to melee settlement with the state
auditor this year one month earlier
than theretofore. For yearst past the
illseriffs have made an accounting
December i to the auditen for that
portion of the taxes collected from
county property emitters for state
purposes, but ander the legislative
enactment that became effective the
first of this year they have to account
by November t, while the penalty
goes on October t.
This new law cues the property
owners out of one nintith's time in
dhey can pay their taxes, as
they will have to pay the penalty if
they do not pay h ',the first of Oc-
tober.
The elneriff is doing considerable
collecting already. having finished
posting his books so they show what
every property owner owes the state
and county. ,He coilerts along slowly
between now and September %hen the
, rush genera/1y starts, and he Is kept




Has Proven Himself Master of the
JUDGE PURYEAR BROUGHT TO
CLOSE FIRST WEEK'S
SERVICE.
Judge Edward' II. Pin-year yester-






Despite the Fact a. Hard Rain Fell, a
—TOO Lege -entie.nittie Aftended
the Funeral.
'Last evening at 6 o'clock Messrs.
I. 0. W241ker, H. W. Hills, George In-
gram, W. J. Hills, H. H'. Loving,
Jeff D Rowlett, R J. Barber and Fred
Roth rsuriteil tioin A sinceton,
where they went as a delegation from
the Paducah Knights Templar to at-
tend the funeral of Dr. Robert S.
Coleman, wko died there of opoplexy,
and who was a member of the iocal
comimandery.
The funeral services were held at
2:30 o'clock its the 'afternoon at the
home of the deceased, Rev. Chap-
poll officiating. He is the Cumber-
land Pvestyyterian minister formerly
of this, city. Despite the fact it was
raining hard, it was a very large fun-
eral. The Paducahans acted as an
escort of the remains to the grave,
Where Captain Barber conducted the
Masonic service that consigned the
deceased to his final resting place.
The Paducah Templars were in full
uniform, and left here yesterday at
noon.
Dr. J. Robert Coleman arrived here
yesterday morning from Chicago and
left at noon for Princton, where he
now is with his mother.
Hon. John is,,. ttenarick roturned







Work of Enlarging the City Lighting
Plant Starts as Soon as Ma-
chinery Arrives.
At the meeting of the council to-
morrow 'evening bids from various
electrical supply houses will be open-
ed. These bids show for what they
will furnish the machinery needed to
enlarge the city lighting piant here.
Propose ions will be in from eight or
nine houses, and as the competition is
pretty shrxrp, the prospects are for
scow very low figures.
The lowest proposal will be ac
cepted, if it conies within rea son, and
contract awarded. The representa-
tives are rWrW arriving in the city to
be on hand when the contract it
awurdedi They say they can have
the machinery here within a few
weeks, ready for installation, while it
is believed the eniargenrient can be
effected and evoroshing gotten into
complete form by time cold weather
comes.
While the new outfit is being in-
stalled the board of worlas will de-
cide at stelhat street corners tihe
thirty-five addiaional arc lights provid-
ed for in the improvement will 1•e
placed. It is not thought the entire
thirty-five will be put up immediately,
as this number is not needed now.
hut those needed will be decided on
while as applicationo come- in for ad-
ditional lights they will be consider-
ed also.
Have you no poppied drink, Life,
that will make me forget my fool-
i saltless ?
bench, and during that time he has
evidenced his ability by handling the
numerous cases .costring before him. in
. a very just 'and satisfactory manner.
He has not been lenient, neither has
be proven an extrenvest, prernit-
ting the only thing to govern his ac-
tions, to be the evidenice and the law
applicable to each case. He is thor-
oughly versed in the law, but being
new upon the bench is consuming
all the time he wants in order to
bring out every thing possible in earth
tese.
The only case the judge had before
him ye sterdie y was that Charging
John Marshall and Levi Trice, col-
ored, witlh, having engaged in a mu-
tual fi.ght some months ago. Trice,
.was dismissed and Marshall fined $5
and casts.
How nitsclh of life's whippod cream








LADIES GATHER WITH MRS.
W. Y. GRIFFITH TOMOR-
ROW AFTERNOON.
Miss Adah Hart Miller Sings Tonight
at -Evangelical Churai--We.
Eshman.
The Women's Home M:ssion so-
ciety o +the Trimble street Methodist
church will meet at 3 o'clock t0111101--
row afternoon with MS. W. Y. Grif-
oda ot 1515 North Thirteenth street.
Sings This Evening.
This evening, at the German Evang-
elical church on South Filth street,
"Drearcis of Paradise" will be sung
by Miss Adah Hart Miler of Chicago,
sato rs viMttnig -Miss Olga List. Miss
Miller has a powerful, yet Sweet
voice, 'highly cal ti vat od .
Offertory Singing.
This morn ng at the Broadway
Methodist church the offertory will
be sung by Mrs. Lelia Wade Lewis,
while this, evening Miss Caroline Ham
sings.
Minister Returned.
Row. Eshnlan returned yesterday
from Pulaski, Tenn., where he has
been this week, having accompani•Al
there ifs wife and child who remained
for a several weeks' visit, lie will
occupy his pulpit this morning and




EXPRESS COMPANY AND N., C.
& ST. L. GET INTO
NEW PLACE.
Business Was Very Dull in Retail
District Last Night on Account
of the Circus.
The Southern Express office will
next Tuesday commence moving
from its present location on South
Third street to the new quarters, 430
Broadway. The mechanics have
about finished getting the furniture
and fixtures installed. It will not
take but about a day for the office
tto be moved, and at the same time
the N., C. & St. L., railroad will be-
gin installing its downtown head-
quarters for freight and passenger
service, as the road will occupy the.
building jointly with the express
People.
Big Crops Good.
The farmers coming in yesterday
said the hard rainfall of the prered-
ing twenty-four hours was a blessing,
the crops badly needed every drop,
and the downpour helped things
wonderfully. The farmers have
about finished threshing their wheat,
while all the old crop of tobacco har
been sent to town, and they are
working on this year's crop.
Dull Business.
-Business was more quiet down in
the business portion of the city last
evening than for any Saturday night
in months, being practically no peo-
ple on the streets and making pur-
chases, it appearing as if the circus
got everybody that had any money




closing hours, the directors for the
Globe Bank and Trust company will
hold a meeting, at which time there
will be brought up the question of
setecting a successor to the lair
President Ed P. Noble, who died
last week. Several names are men-
tioned in connection with the posi-
tion. but it is not known who will be
the successor.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handle all the finest and debit-
eat articles with the utmost care,










MRS. M. C. FRENCH IS IN
QUITE SERIOUS CONDI-
TION AT HOME.
Fell Off High Porch and Alighted
110i—Trer-- Head—Mrs.. Stubble-
field Slowly Recovering.
Mrs. M, C. French is in quite a
serious condition at the residence of
her daughter, Mrs. Clyde Cooper of
Isl:nth and Madison streets, where
she has lain for three weeks now.
She seems to be gradually growing
worse, and the doctors fear for her
recovery, especially inasmuch as she
is quite advanced in age, being 88
years old.
Mrs. French has St14e7eit from 
siiells of dizziness for a number of
years, and three weeks ago while
arising from her chair on the porch,
was overcome witk one of these at-
tacks and fell off the high porch.
landing upon the ground on her
head. She was rendered unconscious.
but shortly revived. Although no
bones were broken and appatently no
concussion of the brain, she is de-
dining, and cannot recognize anyone
around her.
Sits Up Little.
Mrs. M. B. Stubblefieliiis gradually
recovering from severe injuries
sustained several weeks ago at the
residence of Mr. Joe Wright on
Niurth Fourth near Clay stfeet. Sht
can sit tip part of the time now.
She fell down a pair of steps
several weeks ago, broke her collar-
bone and sustained body bruises of
an unusually severe nature.
Asheville, N. C.,Annual Convention
Commercial Law League of America.
Dates of sale July 25, 26, and 27th
1936 limit August 8th, 1906. By de-
positing ticket and paying fee of
fifty cents tickets can be extended
to September 3oth, 1906. Round trip
rate $15.25.
' J. T. Donovan, Agent. City
Office 510 Broadway.
R. M. Prather, Agent Union
Depot
Excursion Rates Via. the southern
Railway from Louisville.
Denver, Col.—$29.25 July i1-t5th
inclusive, return limit August aoth.
Diverse route returning. Stopover
privileges .
Knoxville, Tenn.—$8.i5, June 24,
itilY 7, 14 and t5th. Return limit
fifteen days from date of sale wlth
privilege of extension to September
30th by payment of 50 cent fee.
St. Paul, Minn—$2t.so, July 23, 24.
25, and 26. Return limit leaving St.
Paul July 31st, 25C validation fee.
Athens, Ga.—$15.75, June 23, 24, 25,
24 30, July 2, 9 and 16. Return
limit fifteen days with privilege of
extension to September 30th os my-
ment of 50 cents.
St Paul, Minn.--$T6.00, August to,
ii and 12. Return limit August 31,
with prvilege of extension to Septem-
ber 30th on payment of so cents.
Deaver, Colorado Springs and Pu-
eblo, Col.—$36.00. On sale daily to
September 30th, with return limit of
October 31st.
Ashville, N. C.--$15.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.
Low Homeseekers Rates to many
points in the southeast, west and
southwest on first and third Tues-
days of each month, June te Novem-
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets,
etc., call on any agets of the South-
ern Railway or address,
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., NC East
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
C. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Mo.,
The directors for the Retail Mer-
chants' association will hold a meet-
ing next Wednesday evening at their
headquarters on Legal Row, at
which time several questions of im-
portance comes. before them.
MAKES FORTUNE IN ICE.
Kansas Cityan Says Price of Pro-
duct Should Go Still Higher.
Kansas City, Mb., July 13.—Ex-
State Senator W. F. Lyons, president
of the Central Ice company of this
city, gave interesting testimony at
the ice trust hearing here today.
After stating that he had startee! in
business in two with a capital of
$600, had cleared $45,000 in the fol-
lowing year and that he now owned
a plant valued at $40o,000, Mr. Lyon
said that prices ought to be even
higher than they are.
ON THE RIVER
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00s
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. PIM
of five or over $1.50 each, without
treats; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Po!
further particulars see
A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent






....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
:is C "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWiN et CO.
W. Ts!, MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA.
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
OFFER YOU. - -
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
St 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
tic per roll.
..Paper usually sold at toe we will
sell for Sc.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
mg papers, canvass and tacks.
iill=========ntitiminsenas
C. C. Leo. 315 hay.
GOO MORNING
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line al
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
dD.Hannan









The Regibter, delivered, 10c per week
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
eADUCAH REAL, E81 ' . WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM tiA314
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WIESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOUVAL AND PRICE -1ST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.







IUnlawful Charges of the Traction Co:
The Patios-eh Trooteoo Cotepoity is
 , violating the terms of its 
franchise
JAMES E. WILHELM. Preshlent. evier
y eley and unless. it ceases to do
JOHN WILHELM. Treasurer. so nteps, will be taken to compe
l it




it Rea/Wee Oullallala gas Illataway.
entered at ttse prattoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mall matter.
One Year Ssoo
Six Months  2.5o
Three Months  na5




Sunday Morning, July ts, xpo6.
The Police and the Loafers.
The agitation of etearing the arriets
of the vagrants and loafers is bearing
fruit, The mayor and chief of po-
lice assert that a vigorous crusadie
wit be inaugurated tomorrow against
that element in, this, city. This in-
formation will be most pteasing to
the good people of this city and more
especially to the ladies, many of
whom dislike to come down in the city
for shopping purposes because at
some of the corners( they are forced
to pass through ribald crowds 'and
hear re,marks, meat for men much less
women.
A real good, first class screwing
down of the lid on the gangs seat-
tered over the city will make a wond-
erful change in the appearance of
thin-0. About one-half of the men
who tilt up the street openers if forced
to move on octal go to work and earn
a living; the other half should) be
run (sit of town or Out on the chain
gang and made to cut down weeds'
and clean out (the gutters; in that way
they eau be made to ;benefit the city.
With the loafers at some 'honest la-
bor or on. the 'chain gang, or run out
of the cay, petty thieving will be
greatly reduced in Pad.uca.h. That ele-
ment is entitted to no consideration
whatever from the police department,
and we are satisfied that if the po-
lice wi)l arrest them that Judge Fur-
year will do the rest toward; ride' nig
the city of that clams. If Pal:local-1
ever' expeets to be a city, it most
adopt city Ways and uneith&lis in deal-
ing with the tintlesiratale class:, with
the 'vagrant it ion 'ease of go to work,
get UM, of town, pe go to the work
. house. All it takes is'a little firm-
ness on tfhe part of the police, and
they. owe * to the respe'cta'ble peopk •
of this city to state the vagrant noise
ance. The board of public worka is
dolts its best to clear the street,. 
of
all tibstruotions in the way of rubbish,
buikhnuf material, .hos.es. and every-
thing else ,so the pulalic may use the
highways without fear of danger, and
whit there is POTTle kicking, yet by
exenriving the policy. Of enforeina all
ordinances inItatat depirtenelit it will
be only a matter of time before every
citizen Will eitiperate with it in keep-
ing the 4treefs 'and sidewalks
' free
from Whet filet 'tans)
The police department has tieen
"mom hat 'egsconc erted for ' some
months by reason of the eetusai of
the general ,ountil to gide it tniare
patrolmen, tve for tfie information of
that department The Regiater will
say that the opposition ;to the inereaae
in the force- is bated largely on the
inactivity of the men n,ow on the
force. It has 'been argued that :1 the
present force is indifferent about the
enforcement of the laws,. that it
would be a waste of the taxpayers'
money to increase it, and with that
view of the situation a /very gof.al
reason is offered for the petsitian as-
stared by the board. If that view is
ch Nis or for-fejt -it., As the matt-et
'tole staIndis the;public is lacing over-
charged hundneda of dollars each year
by a rule of die company 'which re-
quires The conattiatOrs To colleact full
4*, tr.nt -dhi Idle n: • hetweut ithei 'ages
of .5 years and 12 years, unless the
caildren have half-fare tickets. This
rule of the company is an outrage
and is a direct violation of the terms
of the 'franchise which prohibits the
company, from charging, mare than
"5 cents for each passenger, and half-
awe for c,haldren between five and
twelve years of age, and those under
tie, years free;" and "the city reserves
the right to regulate the fare, time
"aaral spa . e is no one wor in
the franchise rewiring children ba-
twesen five and twelve. years of age
to buy half-fare tickets. Under thr
featechis.e the company ha e ren eight
wheeer to charge full fare fen chil,.•
drew, between thioae ages; and the
rule eif the company charging full
fare for children, when they hare ne
tickets is a flagrant violatiint of th.;
very inurement uncler which, it doe
business' an this city.
In the inanchtse is this section, t-
wit: "If the owners of the saki rait-;
way fail to comply with the atinnta-
tions, regulations and mataremeds
of this orditiancearaaid such otter orf-
dinancea as eke( general cannel Irma
a
hereafter pro's, by virtue of the rightp
herein 'reserved to it, then,this fran-
chise may be declared null and void,
and the tracks renrovea foam tlie
streets at the cod of ehe owner." ,
The terms of the franchise make it
plain that to olrarge children full fare
is an unlawful charge, andi in every
instance where a child between the
ages of 5 years and 12 years has been-
charged full fart, the company can
be compelled{ teraefund the amount ,
and if they refuse to do so the amount
can be recovevall by suit in any cottet
Where the unlawful charge is proved
and the conappo taxed the costa in
Ste cases; er any citizen who has been
ovietroluaged•anci;nstitute proceedings
to have the franchise declared null
and void.
The public is being imposed on bp,
the compatry by its utter diaregard If
the proriaioa in the franchise regulaf ,
ang faits, and' if any parent with a
child or children between 5 years and
12 years of age. 'board a ear and tiet -
der the conductor 
r
three cents for o ,
e
child dr tire mutt for two children
and ,he refuses to accept it anal puss
them off the ear at alit for &magas
may be maintained against the con-
pany and * required to pay or it un-
lawful act.
Utak! the rule of the corn: pany in
order to procure half-fare tickets for
childlren one must sio--So -tbi con-
pany's office at Fourth and Broadway.
Thousands of children live from one
half to two -miles from the company s
office, and it is often the case th t
handreda of then, and their parents
never come down in the eity, if thep•
do they most pay double. fare ' fir
the children. The general tantana
sibould compel the traction company
' to charge the lawful fare or reitolie
the franehase. Conductors ahould he
supplied with half-fare ticket: juit
like they are supplied with transfer
tickets, to accemerdate the public. The
traction company entitled ,to all t e
law allovm, an() so are the Patron's f
h its lines, and it is the duty of tile
!authorities to see that the !Aline Is
not imposed on. The traction vele-
party (lantana; and obtains all righko
due it, and The Register in behalf Of
the people of Paduciab and especially
the children, demands that they lhe
given their rights and the tracivilan
correct, the polite should get busy.
and we know of DO better opportunity
for them to display their vigilance
than in the work of cleaning ale
vagrants, and the result will he watch-
ed with interest. Our advice a, the
pailice is to, enforce every °refinance
am) law, and show the people that,
the men are working to better laa
conditions in Paducah, and if that is
dime, and more help is needed the
tax-payers will demand that evcry-
fling in reason, he done to keep up
the good work., Tar reface have the
power to snake Paaticab a moral city,'
to suppress vice and crime, and 
alai
to reoulate sanitary conditions. They
can make it a city in which the peo-
ple will delinht to dwell, and ley rid-
ding, it of the loafers they :will find
the wholc people bacle of taern and






maun the ages of 5 years and 12
yaare for onealealf fare, as laid derau
'by the people of Pad,ucah thro,uigh
the...ar representatives, in the general
;council. •
The corporation sheets will doubt-
leaa howl about the onla,wful char4es
, of the traction, company being a anat41
mutter, but it is, twit. Aside from the
moral and legal ispect of the metier,
tlie unlawful charge is a considerable
item in alnliara and, cents. Presoming
that an,averagt ofazact children a day
• are. forced- to pa a dohble fare, it will




years, the term of, the franchise, the
milawfta , charges on eliat basis wal
apaiunt to the enormous sum. of $36,1
5oo.00. This ,irrn the esimpony has no
lawful right to collect, and is the re-
cat than from lightning. Such has
Eeen the case in the past. Another
reason for the common fear of light-
ning is our unfamiliarity with it. If
thunder storms happened every day
of the year we should probably ldse
ant- fears. Tuberculosis kills more
men than war and we do not swin!
the millions for fighting it that ?we
an in preparing coast defenses ;and
erecting great navies. ; People, do aot
ake to go to war becanse they May
tut killed, but they run risks inso as
great in sanitary conditions at
home to which they give no thought.
. •
'Dr. Pepper Notice.
The Paducah /Bottling Co., is the
cady campany authorized to bottle
Dr. Pepper in Padecah, add adjacent
tterritory.
ARTESIAN MEG. & BOTTLING
CO., ;Prop. Waco, Texas.'
Rainbow }imam?, is harmless tc-
erci.e. '
Vi"'h Public Ownership and Less Graftsale of Its own, arbitrary rule,
'Declared To Be Needs ot Nation
is in a nce tile franchise. The • •
strip, of $1,8.45.ou a year over 3 Per
cent on %%Coo, and is 4t, :tem that
merits the. attention of alie general
council. The city of Paducah receives
a measly $500 for the franchise, yea
by permitting the company to overa
charge little children, the compan,y
will clear $36,000.o0 duringehe Of
the-franchise on titarosit—kiin attaaleat
If a person boarda a traket car and
refuses to pay his fare hot .'s yanked
off and carried before the city court,
and lined and he should be because
he is guilty- of, an unlaw.fol act, and
if the traction, company compels %Mil-
&nen to tpay doable the fare,prescribed
-by aa ordinancie of the City of Padue
call, it is guitar of , an nflawful atat
and should' be ptfaikaihed.
Chicago, Jelly 14.--The needs aational life the domination of
t
graft and grafters, and the existing /41e 10114/ied the tlaseune of 
foraged
speeches that marked the first day f the thirteenth annual meet
iug of
the Illinois Bar association at the hicago Beach hotel.
• The rotaservatism astaociated wit* the expressed opinion lawyersi
gave way in the speeches of Jude Witham R. Curratt of Pekin 'and
stated denounciation, of die ills ofaChteeitee SJ lalariovi to vigorousl
naacinal existence.
"The Lure of Graft" was the subject of Judge Curran at the 
morning
session, and in the afternoon "Pu tic Ownership" was discussed by 
Mr.
Darrow. A negative view was give m by Judge W. R daunter of Ka
nkakee
and several metribers, spoke briefly n the alterrie front dusentiug 
ataad.
points.- •
In the ;speech of Judge Curran,
a religious hypocrite, defying
and man.
Public ownership of public service
to be inevitable despite the existen
The speeches in part were as ft
BY W. R. .CURRAN.
The nomination of H clay Evam 
for governor of Tennesseearneons the
passin'g of Boso Ilrawnlovaa
For years the latter ha l been the
dictator in the Ream/Mica"' party of
that state. Some years ego Evans
took issue with *him and it has been
a continuous warfare ever since, and
though it is none of our tight The
Regiater cannot 'help feeling gratified
over the succesa of Evans. Several
years ago the G. A. R people of Iowa
were after Evans' scalp when he was
pervaion comerisaioner because he had
the courage to stand up and oppose
a wholesale raid, on the treasury by
that crowd of politicians, They ap-
pealed to President allcKinley to re-
move Evans, but the presidient would
not do it, but on the contrary, some
time later Evana was appointed con-
sul general at London where he ser-
ved with credit to 'himself and couna
dry and until his term expired a feiv
•nvonths ago. It takes a man to stand
up against the mina powerful element
in his party when it was If.eind nig
him because he was. doing his duty.
The downfall of BrowMow is fresh
evidence to men of both parties that
the day of every boas will end in
due tame. Bosses may flourish for la
few years, but lila all evil things the
time will come when the forces Of
right arid truth will be vactoeious.
-The nun who goes out soinitinia
-campaign funds, and pockets them
for his erten 1.1@rf and benefit is worse
titian a eons/ram thief. He is. too cow-
ardly to break into a 'house rob it,
hat.- thief.
Wearing good, clo and 'sing as
a ennratiat dere, nide. rage Ii an ea k-
ing nature, for be is a 'coital barn
Owe{ at heart. He gists tep on haa
hind feet and prates about morality
arid proaressi ne so and all titre time
his palm is itchtng to get hit of 4e
peopfe's trioney. Some Men steal be-
cause they prefer to get money that
way rather than honestly, and. again
they are not very part.cular about
how they get money because they lead
dual lives and have responaibilities
scattered around the country. Sue+
men r/ opt other men with money intio
wild cat schemes. and use them ti
pull elbestntstaoist the'fire for the+.
They are darrgerotes men becitiae they
are sly and it sometimes taker about
five years. or a little over, to find
them out. They are not fie . to silo
*matte With. decent
The advocates of municipal owner-
s,* ahould shear in marce,that 'one-
half of the general council are to be
elected in leafs than firm months frotn
now.
. •
Unnecessary Fear of Lighting..
(Boston Transcript.)
There is something so intangible
about the bolt from the clouds that
the reasoning faculties of certain
peOple Scam to be suspended during
thunder storms. They shrink from
the mysterious power even though, it
may be shown that more people die
John D. Rockefeller was depicted at
through his wealth the laws of God
utilities was declared by Mr. Darrow
of graft or money power.
'lows:
The present condition of graft in
this country has appalled us. Many
men of honored names who have
stood for a lifetime as the exponents
of honesty, integrity and manhood
have been unmasked and revealed to
their fellowmen as grinning skeletons
of deception, fraud, dishonor and
treason to every interest and evef$,
trust that we hold dear.
This unmasking has gone on wit
such feverish haste that we have
commenced to look about and inquire
if there are any men who have not
joined the throng of grafters. ,
Graft puts its slimy hand on the
shoulder of the municipal officer, and
his oath of office becomes perjury.
Graft beckons to him, an clehe due sii
be should perform freornse nsalfe -
lance in office. A remarkable cha -
acteristic of the disease is that the
man that can be relied on to. vionle
his oath of office in many instanc s
is most certain of political prefea-
ment. ' Ie. I
Nation Has Gone Money Mad.
Graft is not the disease that is
gnawing at the vitals of the nation.
tThe real vital disorder is materialis i
Within the space of forty years o r
ideas have changed. Then we lore
liberty. Now the sons of those mein
have gone money mad, and are w
staying in the temple of alammo
The; accumulativn of wealth by t
strength of corporate combination
graft cannot be atoned by endowi
colleges, building libraries or m
large missionary gifts,
Rockefeller, steel-armored by hy-
pocrisy and the doctrine of foreordi •
nation taught by his theology, platid
anti gold, the fruit of special corpo-
rate privilege and violated law, cam-
fatently defies punishment at the
hands of his Creator and his fellow
man. This individual is a ecpresenta-
live of all that class of men wbo
have sought to use the corporation
for illegal purposes, and t•) violate
their duties to mankind and the na-
tion. I
They have incorporated, cambined
and intrigued until f hat, which was
originally of benefit to 'commerce ii
subverted nto an 'engine; of oppre•-
store 1
Parting of the Ways.
ral
BY CLARENCE S. DARROW.
alaiblic aware) 31111) of Ina/fit. Nt. r‘itp
corporations is sometimes tonfound-
ed with socialism. While they have
some points of resemblance they
have no necessary connection with
each othee. The bitterest opponent
of public ownership would not con-
tend that society could exist with the
unrestricted right of private owner-
ship of public highways. The streets
of the city are as important to urban
life as the turnpike to rural life and
the street cars are as importaqt
means of turban transportation as t 
steam railways to interstate con-
fierce and travel.
"The question of public ownershk
is primarily a question of reason
and logic. Statistics are worthiest'.
Endless rows of figures can be prd-
duced to prove it a success or a
failure. Public ownership must al-
vtays be superior to private owner-
ship because the state is stronger
than the individual. However corrupt
ur governanats, states or cities, still
every private carporatioa is depen-
dent on these bodiei.
Equal Rights Necessary.
"One of the first duties of tar:
state is to require that public serviee
he given equally to all its peopt
This never has been done, by priva c
corporations. Neither in transport-
ton, light nor heating has an equid
rate been given. These unequal rat $s
aave built up the strong at the e •
name of the weak.
"It as the business of private ser-
vice to make money, to create moi-
epoly where pays, te get the hig
est:possible, price. It: is, their busia
this perfortn no service that does
not pay, to make no experiments, to
gea.thet lutist from what they have.
The ohjeci of public service corpora-
tions is to give the best service it
can, to perform; at the cheapest rate,
t3 treat all citiezns alike.
"Private service is carried on for
the benefit of the owner; public /ler-
vte-e for the 'hetieni of the cumulus-
its: While' public affairs are boney-
combed with graft, private ownership
of publiC service corporations it
nearly all graft.
Common Workman Suffers.
."Only the common ,workman is
.obliged ,to labor foi small wages to4
makeup the .eittravagencee of ill-
aried officials and the watering Of
stocks and bonds. Wasteful and ex-
travagant as public. management has
beett in this country, it cannot com-
pare with the tribute taken from the
people and paid to the promoter, the
stockjobber. and the, high salariede
efficial . . . ,
"The fact that our public lift
filled with coarption, graft and in-
capacity 1,s not an argumen against
public ownership but against ,our po-
litical system.
"The state can gm any service t
needs. Men have always had a mania
to hold public office. A lawyer wao•
can make $to,000 a year at his.prac-
oce will exchange it for a judge/tip at
tame. A business man who can
make $5o.000 a year managing his
own affairs will eagerly take $10.000
to be conspicuous in the public eye:
The individual owners of railroad
shares know nothing of the manage-
ment of their business, many of them
are scarcely able to tell the differ
ettee between a locomotive and
handcar. They choose, their mania
erg few the. results theta, can ..sho*
"The state has one' vocation *
that is to promote the general we
fate. To better the condition, of
laege number of its citizen' *
creased 5ervice, by lower rates o
commodities, by cutting out the me
dteman't profit, by making entplo
merit safer and wages better co
clearly within the definition of. pr
'noting pttlablie welfare. Whatev
one may say of figures and gover
mental corruption or' incapacity it
taain that theoretically putia owlet
ship will produce these results."
-How deadiy a weapon is a purse!




TO MAKE A CLEAN SWEEP OF ALL SHIRT WAISTS PRO
THE CHEAPEST TO THE BEST. WE OFFER THEM AT THE
FOLLOWING REDUCTIONS. SOME ARE la OFF; SOME tat '3M'
AND SOME aa OFF.
We are come to the parting of the
ways. This nation must once for all
determine the question: Saall Main- !-
mon or manhood be the dominant
force in this government? Shall the!
dollar continue as king over the chil-
dren of pride? ,
The controversy is not tile of the
poor man against the rich man. The
individual who tries * to incite the I
poor against the rich,, or the, rich
aganst the poor, is a dangerous deal- I
algague to be shunned by all men
who love their country.
"Fear has been expressed that
the outcry against graft was becoth-
ing hysrerical and .hat the mink
rake was a detriment. The mock
rake is only detrimental to the mu9k.
No man, business or interest need! BROKEN SETS OF SWISS EMBROIDERY— 
MOSTLY EDOIC
fear except the muck of graft art) • —MOST OF THEM ARE FIN AND NARROW.
the grafter in the muck. The nmek - 2.5c EMBROIDERIES CUT TO 121/3c AND 
15e.
rake is its own justification.
• "The most reassuring sign of the
times is the promptness and unani
mity of the judgment of this court of
pablic opinions rendered on the al,
fenders so soon as the offense cama
Ito certain public knowledge.
"There has been no dissei4g
Ladies' White Waists.
A GREAT MANY OF THESE WAISTS COME BOTH LON
AND ELBOW SLEEVE.
so c WAISTS CUT TO ago
99c WAISTS CUT TO nic.
$aco WAISTS CUT TO a5c.
ataa WAISTS CUT TO soc.
$i.25 DOTTED SWISS WAISTS pen
$eer, DOTTED SWISS WAISTa 99e.
$1.98 WAISTS CUT TO $ilo
$3.48 WAISTS CUT TO lisp.
$2.98 wAisrs CUT TO $1•913.
$3.48 WAISTS CUT TO $3.30.
$4.913 WAISTS CUT TO 112-40-
114.5o SILK WAISTS CUT S TO S2.98
Blacl Waists.
frrItli bite I" -cuall"frin alw;y7"17Tone beleirtitmengrat fre"needed :to
make the' jurisdiction of this court
effective, and that is that the knowl-
edge of the facts shall promptly he-
came known to the general public
No nation bas ester been better con-
aitioned than this to gain that putflic
knowledge through an efficient
press."
, • •
soc WAISTS CUT TO sac.
99c WAISTS CUT TO aec.
Seen WOISTS CUT TO Soon
$1.98 WAISTS CUT TO $am.
Swiss Embroideries.
ittc EMBROIDERIES Cut TO loc.
12%c BMBROIDERIES CUT TO sc AND 7rAc.
toc EMBROIDERIES CUT1 TO sc.
5c EMBROIDERIES CUT TO 21/2c,
Laces Cut To 2 1-2c.
A LOT OF MACHINE MADE COrrON' TORC
HON LACES
B01 Ha-EDGES AND INSEETTORg, W0RTI4 UP
 TO 7 %c---T—A-K
Mae Sornewhat Like a Goat. 0
(Serfs/wick, Kan., Pantagraph.) a
, A inan Was heard to' remark on I
The streets one day. last week that !
be would as soon believe that man!
; evol'uted from a camel as to believe'
the sprang from a monkey. We
*ulna, 'The tarn01 will work seven'
'clays withont drinking and a inn'
• occasionally drinks semi days with-
out working. If one is to he judged
by habit he might 'be led to 'believe
that a man sprang from goats. They
are the only animals that pettee to-
bacco, wear whiskers and are in-
clined to butt in.
YOUR CHOICE FOR 21/4C A YARD.
3 1-2c figured Lawns 3 1-2c.
25 PIECES OF COLORED LAWNS, ALL S
ORTS OF DOT
AND FIGURES. WE OFFER THIS LOT 
AT 31/2c A YARD.
Futuro Mention.
MONDAY, JULY 23RD WE BEGIN OUR CLEAN-U
P SALE 0
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.
THERE WILL BE A BIG LOT OF ALL SOR
TS OF GAR
MENTS ON SALE AT LESS THAN 
REGULAR WHOLESA
ppfcEs.
DON'T FAIL TO SAVE tTP FOR TIIIS, YOU
 MAY BE SORR
IF YOU DON'T.
PURCMIDOMPSO
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
"





































































AT PADUCAH ON ACCOUN'T OF
RkIN—DOUBLE HEADER
240NDAY.
Jacksonville Outplays Vincennes Y es.
terday—Tail enders Won From
liciw They Stand.
W. I.. Per.
Vincennes  44 2Z .619
! JacietiOnville  8 3 .553
Paducah - 36 3 .514
3 
Cairo  36 36 .500
Danville 312 41 -431




Dian c at Maptoon.
g
On account of wet' grounds; no game
was played bet %wen Paducah and
Cairo yeaterd-ay. A game is areedoled
for this afternoon and a double header
for tomorrow.
Jacksonville, 4; Mattoon, 2.
Ilattaronville, Ill I. July :4.—The lo-
cals won today in the open ng. game:
RHE
Jacksonville  4 1 4
Vinicenrwa a 2 6 4
Batteriets---FOx ant) Bit; Clietialdt
and MaltelliOD•
'iattocnk 6;'Daavilles 4.








W. C. T. U., LADIES TAKE
. COGNIZANCE OF MOVE-
MENT.
Mts. Mary Balch Proves art Inde-
fatigable Worker Who Has Visited
Many Points Since Leaving Here.
( Communicated)
The Paducah W. C. T. U. held an
interesting session last Thursday
ifternoon in the lecture room of the
First Baptist church. Sincere gran-
ficatiim was expressed at the trend
of public sentiment in regard to the
temperance question, including not
only closing the lid on Sunday, hut
the vigorous measures towards Or
proper enforcement of the law on all
days.
On learning that Rev. Calvin
Tbomparin, pastor of the church, was
in his study, he was invited to the
meeting and gave an earnest talk on
the importance of developing a tee-
'fence for law at all times and in all
;daces. Aomong other things he said
that a healthy public sentiment al!
mays prevailed in law-abiding cowo
no:nitre-a and that a lack of a proper
respect for law was a pernicioua
breeder of immorality and crime.
The meeting next Thursday after-
noon will be devoted to the depart-
ment (If medical aemperauce under century since.the direction of Nibs. Emma Byrd,
the superintendent. A most cordial





THE FAMOUS PRESS AGENT
FOR ROBINSON'S CLRCUS IS
DV-DANGER
Strange customs ara„ said to mark
the conduct of Katherine Tingeley's
colony. Some of the queerest are as
follows:
In the performance of raligious ob-
servances the men and ewomen wear
cheese cloth robes patterned after
the Greeks and Romans.
The colonists gather at Sunrise on
ground designated sacred and facing
the sun listen to the reading of ex-
racts from a book called "The
Chita."
Dog Contains a Soul.
!Katherine Tingley has a dog.
'91;icit," which she claims contains
the soul of a former leader of the
cult, William Q. Judge. The dog is
guarded as though sacred. It has
several suits of clothes.
A slice of toast, a quarter of an
egg, a walnut and a few raisins con-
stitute the menu for breakfast.
Madame Tingley sleeps during the
morning hours, and her followers be-
lieve her *caul is away from her body
Big Show Pronounced the Finest
Eve t ,Exhibiting in, *aducah—
People Satisfied.
"Doer' Wadell, the 'famous and
celebrated press agent for Robinson's
circus, is in dire danger of losing his
rob.
A press agent is hired for his sup-
posed ability to "contort the truth,"
"Doc" W.adell heltel the word'a
record on this gentle art, until recent-
ly.
But "Doc" fell down , bad on this
particular pe.rformance of Robinson's.
for he came so star telling the
trtfth about 'the show and its attra:-
tions that his friends fear he will be
looking for a job soon.
The two performance of Robin -
son's •shows yesterday were declared
by the people to be the best ever
witnessed in this city. Every item
on tl e program was presented exact-
ly as advertised and "spieled" upon
by the versitile press man, the
aforesaid "Doc," and the immense
crowds which defied the rain of the
afternoon and thc threlitening clouds
of the evening were thoroughly sat-
iafied with the show. ,
Even the parade, which is 'general-
ly judiciously lied about, was "just
as advertised," many declaring it to
be the finest and largest cam seen on
the streets of Padcah.
The genial disciple of Anamias,
"Doc" Waddell, has added a few
hundred more to his list of friend;
this trip.
Robertson's Generosity.
Mr. Robinson, turougo his press
agent, MT. "Doc" Waddell, had the
children of the Home of the Friend-
les as his guests* at the circus yes-
terday afternoon. He extended a
cordial invitation for everyone to
came free of charge and the • lady
attendants broughtout the little ones,
who were taken charge of by the
liberal circus men, and shown all
ccurtesy possible, and Mr-friendless
little tots in many ways pressed
their deepest appreciagliorf of the
favor.
Another exhibitiott of the charac-
teristic liberality of Mr. Robinson is
shown in the fact that he sent a
personal invitation to every minis-
er in Paducah Yesterday • to come
and witness the attractions Trittests
of the owners. Many of tlapa divines
accepted the invitation.
The big-heartedness of Mr. Robin-
son and Colonel Waddell did not
stop at this, as last night they had
every newspaper carrier of the en-
tire city as their guests, turning the
boys loose and telling them to take
possession of the show lf„they de-
sired. and the boys came near doing
so. Mr WadAell had the fine Italian
band down in the city $O escort the
toys to the grounds, but the rain and
tiud prevented the prneeasion being
held. so the band returned, and all
the boys marched afoot on the side
walk. Their liberality assumed the
proportiens of extravagance while
here, as they hunted for quarters in
which to show the public their ap-
preciation of the mammoth patron-
age accorded the allows ever since
they started upon the road over half
Inveterate Worker.
Mrs. Mary E. Balch, who recently
gave a series of lecturei here in the
interest of the W. C. T. U.. and who
so greatly charmed aN with whom
she came in contact, is an inveterate
worker for one of her years.
Her closing lecture here was given
on Tuesday evening, July 3. That
!Elfin she took the 1:48 train going
east and reaching Nortonville at four
o'clock in the morning. /fere she
-took a,roorn at the hate' Until seven
()clock when she had breakfast.
At eleven o'clock she took the L.
& N. train going north. On reach-
ing the town of Robards, she was
met by a carriage and driven ,atec.
miles in the country where she de-
livered a Fourth Of July address at
3 o'clock. Returning to Robards she.
lectured there in the evening at 8
(I clock. •
• The next morning she left for- Mt,
• • •Vcrturn, Ind.,,arriving there at noon.
- -Site remained in this place- and
'worked from Thursday until Satar•
ek.y after noon when she left for
Xy. She stayed there de-
or, voting her time to the cause until t
Iveaday when she returned to her
home in Louisville only to remain a • ••
couple of 'nights and them leaveit
again to be absent until August 3. community v.ui. dal iron itund.
Thi, is an illustration; of the life Tq take up his residence with theof this bto,y woman who has ntarl,y4 Thetisopliists, Mr. Gage resigned a• ricrac(' herr three score and tete yearacefigo.ntio a year position with thearid who can estimate the vate 'United States Trust company of Newamount of good actomplished Y•tri, which Ile has held since histhrough her untiring energy and retirement from the president's _catti-e- • t4..071t: 
Pet. Ile is seventy years ,old.
Contains a Soul
••• •
Lyman J. Gage, former
of the treasury and for years presi-
dent of the First National bank of
Chicago, who has joined the theoso-
phist colony at Point Loma, Cal., is
to become one of the council of
twelve which Katherine Tingley ap-
points to assist her in governing the
c
He is the second millionaire to be
converted by Mrs. Tingley to she
theories of transmigration of souls,
SayS the tanicago Examiner.
Several years ago A. G. Spalding,
manufacturer of sporting goods and
a millionaire... was taken into the
colciny, which' he called the Universal
Brotherhood. He occupies the hand-
somest residence in Point Loma and
is one of the leaders of the cult, .con-
tr:buting liberally to the financial
sepport of all of Mme. TingleYa
project s.
Gage to Build a Mansion.







affairs. She wears only . purple gar-
ments.
The society has 2400 members in
the United States, grouped into six-
ty-nine branches. There are 28,000
members in the international organ-
ization,
Mr. Gage will live at the home of
Col. Brainerd and his wife, who is a
sister to the former secretary of the
treasury, until his new Woo° home ja
ccmpleted. They are supposed to
have assisted in converting him to
theosophy.
THREW DICE FOR HIS WIFE
Husband Gambled With Rival In-
stead of Shooting.
When your wife's affection toward
you begin to wane and she casts
lovelorn glances at another, do not
stab a revolver and rush out threat-
ening vengeance on your spouse and
her admrier. This was the old-fash-
ioned rule, it is true, but Louis R.
Adams has discovered a less injur-
ious substitute. His plan is to go to
the rival and suggest. a game of dice.
The hand and affection of the woman
are the stakes. The cubes are rolled
and the goddess of chance has the
result in her keeping, says the Chi-
cago Chronicle.
That the strange way of settling a
threatened tragedy had been used by
Adams and Louis Drake, ora West
Van Buren street, was disclosed yes-
terday in Judge McEwen's court,
where Adams is seeking to have the
divorce his wife obtained three weeks
ago set aside. In keeping with the
strange story of the dice game is the
marriage ceremony between Adams
and his wife, as described by the
if c.
Had Pull With Authorities.
"We were to be married," she said,
'and Mr. Adams came to my house
with a marriage certificate. He told
me that as he had so much influence
with the authorities it was not neces-
sary to go to a justice. I believed
him and hung the certificate on the
wall."
After this marriage Drake, who is
a storekeeper on the west side, ap-
peared on the scene. That he and
Mrs. Adams were friendly was told
by Drake's mother, who caught them
caressing each other in Drake's store.
Mrs. Adams at that time was em-
plloyed by Drake.
When Adams heard of this he was
furious at first. Then he decided
that the best way to settle matters
would be in a peaceful fashion. He
went to Drake and, according to the
testimony, the dice game was ar-
ranged, Anna Taylor, 36o Marshfield
avenue, voushed for the story.
Wife Knew of the Dice Game.
"Mrs. Adams rushed into my store
one night," she said. "and told me
that she had begun divorce proceed-
ings against her husband and that at
that time he and Drake were across
the street shaking elke for her hand."
Whether Adams won the game and
now insists on his rights to his wif.!
as being re-enforced by the dice
game, or whether Mr. Drake won is
rot disclosed in the proceeding a of
the case. Judge McEwen had not
reached that part of the testimony
when court adjourned.
Like Case of Enoch Arden.
Another decree in the many suits
brought by Mh-s. Mary E. Eastman
Oswald E so, b,,
status was signed yesterday toy Judge
Healy in giving Raymond 11. East-
man a divorce from his wife. There
were two other suits and one which
was supposed to have been begun,
but which never figured prominently
in the romance of Mrs. Tastman,
who, it is said, will add another chap-
ter by marrying Oswald for the sec-
ond time. The story of the Eastman
roads like a modern version of
Eroch Arden. •
ThrPe. years ago Eastman. who was
3 railway clerk. •disappeared from
home. Nothing was heard from him
moil his mother informed his wife
that he had obtained a divoree from
her in a far western state. 't Believing
she was free, .Mrs. Eastnite mar-
ried William 'Oswald. Just let the
height of their newly wedded. bliFat
Eastman returned. But unlike aoeh
'Arden, he was not content to return
to his solitude alone. He threatened
prosecution, saying that he never boa
asked for a divorce. To avoid thi
Mrs. 'Oswald asked the courts. to se
_LOSING OUT .SALE I
Our entire stock of Summer Goods must be disposedof at recklessly sacrifice prices. We tics not
intend to carry over any of this
 seasons goods 
Ladies' Bleached Swiss Ribbed Vests, lace yokes, all sizes
Ladies' Bleached Swiss Ribbed Vests, crochet trimmed 8cin silk ribbon all sizes • •
Be
-Ladies! Vests-, crochet frimme5; nkaniIbrue. . lOtLadies' White Shirt Waists, han.dcone..eembroidery trimmed 45c, 75c, 95cLadies' White Swiss Shirt Waist Patterns, embroideredand lace trimming to match
White Pique Goods, extra fine quality, per yard IOC
White India Linon, splendid value
• 10c
38-inch White Madras Suiting, imported goods, per yard 1221C
Colored Wash Goods, former price 10c, 12c and 15c per 8cyard, reduced to • •36-inch White Leopard Linen Suiting, extra tine cloth,
20 pieces of Organdy Lawns, white ground, floral designs
10c
6c regular 10c values, per yard .
Pongee Silk in red and grey, 36 inches wide, per yard
36-inch wide navy and brown Taffeta Silk
2212c




3 1-2 inch wide light colored Ribbons fancy weave per yd. 5c
Fritchee Scheff Belts, backle fasten in the back, .
Pairs of Nottingham Lace 50c on the dollatCurtains, one pair of a kind for25
25c
Special attention called to our light weight wool, worsted andsilk warp DRESS GOODS 04 black and colors at a reduction of33 1-3 per cent.
8 rolls finest Linen chain Japanese Matting, carpet pat-terns, regular 35c valu m e, to close the ouc, per yard 20c
DRY FUSS & BRO. 308 Broadway
-••aside her marriage and she becano:
Mrs. Eastman again. Then Eastman
applied for a divorce and yesterday
Judge Healy granted it. Now it is
said Mrs. Eastman will hasten to be-
come Mrs. Oswald for the second
tine.
MAYOR MAKES CLEAN SWEEP
_
J. F. Reagan. Last of Frisco Police
Commission, Dismissed.
San Francisco, Cal., July 14—
Thomas F. Reagon, the last remain-
ing member of the police commia
was today dismissed by Mayor
Schmitz. The mayor gave as reasons
for the dismissal of Reagon disloyal-
ty to the administration and an irre-
concilable confict bteween his private
business and obligations to public
life.
Iceman Accepts Warrant.
Philadelphia, July 13. — Through
counsel, Henry W. Behrenburg 'of
Hoboken. N. J., president of the
Mountain Ice Company today accept-
ed a serve o fa warrant charging
him with conspiracy to maintain an
exorbitant price for ice. He waived
a hearing and entered bail for his ap-
pearance 7t
The trial of /sir. Bethrenbiog and
atloaserta (-that iet att-r-s, mernhTTS
of the ice exchange of this city, who
are similarly accused, will take place
in September. 
SALE SMITH & NAGLE'S,
PICAYUNES. FOURTH BROADWAY.1.-attcr doy angles wear the'r
under their sibirt waists. GAME CALLED AT 4-co P. M. SHARP.Better an ounce of tact than a ton
of originality.
Even a gimes- of chairity can drive
a bargain.
Before TIAN Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCLIC('
Next to Kentucky Theatre on North Fifth street they can s are youmoney, and take your old wheel in occhange: WE WANT AN UN-LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is the cheapest house in town on Bicyles and every-thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Exper-,machinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
LEAGUE PARK.
Paducah •Nrs. Cairo
July 14, 15, 16
To Remove Freckles t Pimples
la Tea Days, Use Nadinola
where It fails to remove
freckles, pimples, liver-
spots, son-ten, sallow-
ness, ool ler discolora-
tion., blackheads anti all
eruptions of the skin, 00
matter of how long
standing, Cnresordinarr
CISsen In 10 Mu*, and the
worst In 20 days. After I
these deflate are removed the skin will tre CcTIe and look neer ourclear, mutt, healthy and beantlfel. Ito possibleAi the lowest in Paducah.mharm can result from its use. 60 ciente and Si 
.•at leading drug stores or by rnatL
We are offering 8cp) Paper Back
GRAND STAND 35 CENTS. BOX SEATS 60 CENTS. TICKES OH
Some Every Day Bargains in Books
Harbour's Book Department,• new discovery, sold
under a positive guar-
antee and money re- 1
funded in every ease Leopard's Spot;
Law of the Land
NATIONAL TO111111k ItOutPatev, Paris, Team
5o • St Elmo  5o.:.
50c The (...st  3oc:Crausiterle  50c In t-fic illaihop'et CarriageConiatore by Churchill  $1.20 Ferilvick'a CarcOr  $1.20
°hip, of At' Flying 15  $1.20 Pia: it Pig's .  .. sae
stock our st lection is the best, our prices
each 3 for
ac. 











121 S 4th St.
Che Ideal Municipal
6overnment of Berlin Cyclone Insurdoce
BY FREDERICK J. HASKIN
Berlin, July io.—The Capital of
tiertnany is tie best organized city
in the world. This is a broad state-
ment, but there can be no doubt that
rett—metropulic on the -Spree
enjoys the most ideal administration
ever realized under any government.
It is clean, orderly, and thoroughly
modern. In the whole history of
Berlin, there has never been a case
c! municipal corruption. To be an
alderman in this city gives a man
public distinction, which is quite the
reverse to the effect produced in most
American cities, where the incumbent
of the same of fee is often brought
under a stigma .-plivalent to social
estracism. orities unite in
pi aising the Be. ink policeman. He is. .
THE CABMEN CAN'T OVER- tors after that hour to go down and
let their guests out.
The street cars of Berlin are only
allowed to carry as many people as
can be seated. A few passengers
niy stand on the rear and front plat-
forms, but there can be no crowding.
The front doors of the cars are kept
locked, and it is not customary for
men to give up their seats to ladies.
No transfers are given. Each car
runs through the city by a circuitous
t- nite, traversing several districts, and
in order to get about it is necessary
to be familiar with the system. On
many of the lines there are no con-
ductors, the passengers being expect-
s(' to drop their fares in a cash box
located in a conspicuous place. It is
estimated that the loss from those
o in any direction for miles and see who chess th, cc,nap2py 
the same broad, --a-e-an, well-paved , payment is considerably less than
streets, lined with tall, massive ivhat the salary of a conductor would
houses of a uniform height. Some amount to. This plan has been tried
claim that this conformity is wearing- in several American cities, but it is
that such a sameness produces a not considered successful, particular-
monotonous effect; but, on the 1 y where there is heavy traffic, he-
w hole, the result is undoubtedly pre- cause the passengers need the direc-
ferable to the ragged and ungainly ton that a conductor should give,
ensemble produced by the random anti too much time is consumed by
sky-scrapers in. American cities, the motorman watching his passen-
Every effort is made to preserve gers boarding and leaving the car.
the beauty of the city, and many Substitute for City Directory.novel schemes have been adopted_ to There. is no city directory in B,er -accomplish that end. Every piece Of lin, but they have a plan which isproperty under the control of the lieved to better suit the purpose.city government offers an example In lieu of a directory the names of allfor private citizens to emulate. residents must be registered at theEven the slaughter houses are sur- police station. Every householderrounded by grass plots and made to itst report the names of all thoselook so inviting one would have .no usder his roof, every landlord mustidea as to the character of the build- list his renters,. and every boardingings unless he were told. .Shrubs are Foie keeper and hotel manager hisplanted along the curbs in front of guests. By this method a person callrnenicipal buildings, and much money be located by applying to the policeis spent in creating pkasing effects it is argued that the informationin the parks. sained in this way is always up-to-
Club Houses for the Poor. date, while a directory can only be
One of the happiest innovations to printed once a year and its accuracy
which 'my attention was called is the* is impaired the day after it is issued
practice of installing poor men's on account of the changes which arc
clubs on the vacant lots and empty constantly occurring. Other advan-
places throughout the city. Instead tags of this system are that it af-
of using a vacant space for a dump- fords a reliable bureau of intelligence
ing ground, thus having the, view of fur the authorities and supplies reve-
the surroundings marred by heaps of i ue for the municipal treasury.
tin cans and other rubbish, the owner There are twenty-three daily news-
of such land is requested to allow rapers in Berlin, but only four of
some union or club to have free use
of his premises, with the understand-
ing that temporary improvements of
a tasty and sightly character are pro-
vided. Having gained consent to
this proposition a neat little club
house, often ornamented by trellises
over which vines may be trained, is
put into place, and poor people are
given the opportunity of having a
cheap and desirable resort in a good
neighborhood. The* club houses
are usually built in a portable fashion
so they can be moved from one loca-
:ion to another with little trouble or
cetlay. The sight of hundreds of de-
serving citizens of small means en-
joying good quarters, good air, and
good companionship, at a cost so
nominal that all can afford the ex-
pense, is so gratifying that the idea
should be adopted in every American
city.
The German government is very
strict in the inspection of food sup.
plies for public consumption. The
killing of all animals for food is a
matter in which the municipality
takes a direct interest and over
which it maintains the closest super-
vision. The meat coming from 3
slaughter house is divided into sev-
eral grades. The flesh of an aninaal
which is slightly diseased, yet would
be healthful if treated in a cer-
tain way, must be sold as second
class meat. As a precaution thii
grade is not offered on the' market a'
all, those who desire to buy it for
the sake of economy having to go to
the slaughter house for it. This
plan removes the possibility of a
dealer selling it to first-class patrons
t,y mistake, or misleading them as to
its character in case he is disposed
to be dishonest. With the municipal-
ity taking such a pronounced stand
in the interests of the whole people,
there is little opportunity for individ-



















St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion ost of Paducah.
-48.00 For the Round Trip toTennessee river & return
It is a trip of please, comlor
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Beats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
'For other information apply to Jas
•Koger, superinterieent; Frank L
grown, agent.
• 





cure that awful pain
%Has cured others, will cure you.
. Call on us, or phone 237 and
we will gladly tell wou about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.




I to 300 horse power. Best, cheap-
-est and most economical.





He regards his post as a public trust,
and woe be unto those who attempt
to govern his action., by using undue
influence or offering bribes. After
an intimate acquaintance with the
dirty, incompetent, thieving officials
in Russia, the clean, capable, straight-
forward public servants in Germany
w in one's heart at first encounter.
At the German railway station
there is no such bediam of shouting
hack drivers as is common to most
i• z Iuntries. There is an attendant in
4
c!,srge who takes the number of each
' csbman as he comes up to the stand
at the station, and who hands out
corresponding checks to people issu-
ing from the trains, so that even the
iargest crowd is received in an order-
:y way and departs without any noise
(Jr confus'on. The taxometre is a
Berlin invention which simplifies tilt
matter of tariff and make4it impos-
sible for the hackman to Atercharge
his fare. It is a unique contrivance
located within view of the occupant
of the cab and registers the distance
traveled as well as the sum that is
c:ue for the service. The only way
for a driver to impose on his passen-
ger is to go to the destination by a
ctrcuitous route, but this of course
can only be done with a stranger.
Record Books for Servants.
The relations of servants to their
employers is under strict police regu-
lation in Berlin. All domestic em- 1
ployes must have whet is called a
service book showin dates when
  they enter and leavgelre employ of
each family they work for, als'b the
object for giving up their place. Each
employer writes in this book his
comments on the character and abil-
ity of the holder. An employe can-
not be discharged without fifteen
days' notice, neither can he discon-
tinue service without similar notifica-
tion. With a few exceptions this rule
holds good under all circumstances.
Causes for instant dismissal ire theft,
drunkenness, insolence or immoral
conduct on the premises.
On the other hand a servant may
sever connection without notice if his
wages are not paid, or if he is actu-
ally abused by his employer. One
might suppose that the servants
would become indifferent on account
of the security afforded them, but
the advantages are so mingled that
the law works very well for both
parties. The police are frequently
appealed to where one party or the
other is dissatisfied, but they invari-
ably insist on the contract being ful-
fu:led unless discontent is caused by
some of the exceptional reasons
given above.
The municipal government of Ber-
lin takes ev•ry precaution to provide
for the convenience and safety of the
public. A novel and useful idea is
that of sprinkling sand and gravel in
the asphalt pavement during rainy
weather to keep horses and pedes-
tiians from slipping. At congested
paces there are boxes on the edges
i f the sidewalks from which atten-
6nts keep shoveling sand on the
street to make sure footing for traf-
fic. . Another novel arrangement is
the one used to avoid collision when
the fire companies run in the street.
' man sits on the driver's seat hold-
ing a pole with an arm attached.
Upon approaching a cross street. if
he holds this upright it signifies that
the run is to be straight ahead, but
if he turns it to one side or the
other it indicates that a turn is to
CHARGE—HOW THE SER-
VANT PROBLEM IS HANDLED
—SUBSTITUE OFFERED BY
THE CITY FATHERS iOR THE
BILLBOARD NUISANCE—VAC-
ANT LOTS MADE PRESENT-
ABLE BY INSTALLIRG TEM-
PORARY CLUB HOUSES FOR
THE POOR—RIGID INSPEC-
TION OF FOOD SUPPLIES—
RULES GOVERNING THE SER-
VICE OF STREET CARS.
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
t't% ! •".. •
Abram L Weil & Co.,
Campbell Building. Both Phones 369
liceman at the intersection clears the
way accordingly.
No Billboards Allowed.
The city fathers of Berlin long ago
solved the billboard nuisance by de-
claring it unlawful to plaster gaudy
hells on dead walls or to erect boards
of private option. Instead of the un-
sightly bill boards common in Amer-
ican cities, a•• substitute is provided
In' erecting neat little advertising
columns at each ,corner, where
proper announcements may be post-
ed for a reasonable consideration.
All revenue derived from this source
goes to replenish the city treasury.
The looks of the city are further safe-
guarded by regulating the number of
signs a merchant or manufacturer
may put on his building. Another
measure intended to preserve the ap-
pearance of Berlin is a law restrict-
ing the height of buildings. One may
these have their own plants. The
other nineteen are issued from job
minting establishments and are nat-
urally not very pretentious publica-
tions. • There are no papers in Berlin
on Monday morning, consequently
this great city is newsless from Sun-
ay morning until Monday evening.
During the holidays there are no
newspapers from Christmas Eve until
the third morning following. There
are never any extra editions under
tiny circumstances. Although +Berlin
has a population of practically 3.000,-
000. the largest circulation of any
paper inthe city is not greater than
Y5o.000.
Severe restrictions are placed upon
publishers regarding the mention of
Pnything which might be construed
as lese majeste, meaning reflection;
upon members of the Imperial
house. To get around this strict
rule every paper has what is called a
"f;tting editor," who is employed
solely for the purpose of going to
jaii. A specimen offense would be a
statement like this: "The Emperor
has made a fool of himself again in
his latest speech on the tariff ques-
tion," or "The Crown Prince attend-
ed the reunion of his college fratern-
ity at Bonn last week and got into
his usual state of intoxication " There
is no such extenuation in the fact
that such statements might be true.
In conversation the German people
have a way of referring to "Seine
Majestat" (His Majesty) as Sigmund
Mayer. They can call the imaginary
MT. Mayer any name under the sun
%ithout fear of arrest, and anyone to
whom they speak will know what
they are abusing the Emperor.
ABOUT PEOPLE.
E‘fotsard be Reside is not only ex-
°ceding clever in successfully imitat-
ing etre voices of people and animals
hut can also imitate a violoncello.
American Consul in Trouble. producing with his vote the entire
range of the instrument. He says,The public safety is even guarded
however. that to dr, this he must as-in the ti-e of elet.tators. If an auto-
mums! the position of one playing the
CA' fli 
mitie .lift is instilled in a residene• -,„k jt1 j4 fosiii•fss 40 feeo oper- throug-h t'he movements of playing.ate same until an officer has inquired • Brea use he is t he fa tiller rsf t we I ireinto their knowledge of the machin
cry and given them a permit to use 
childlren Earl Mbrris of C,entrallia,
Boon county. Mo., belives Presidentit If the janitor should send a Roosieve I t should appoint him post -
ma s ber. Morris says hs is a Demo-
crat, always has been and always ex-
pects to be. With a letter to the
president applying for the postoffice
appointment he has sent a picture of
bisisself.. wife and children, ten of
svlhom are boys.
1-letsry Clay Frick. the New York-
Pittsburg multimillionaire and former
partner of Andrew Carnegie, is 56
years 0)d. Hie was a farmier's son.
Twenty millions is the stnn accredited
stranger up in the lift alone and an
accident should result from unfamil-
iarity with the mechanism, the atten-
dant would be apprehended for his
carelessness and sent to jail. Not
long ago the American Consul was
reported for leaving open the door
of the elevator at his apartment
house. This was a small oversight,
but the children of other families liv-
it g in the same building might hays
tsmpered with the elevator and
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
111111M111111111111111111181111111111111.11111.1
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES. WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT WE
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 3oth, z9i26.
SOUTH BOUND No. tot
Leave Cincinnati  8:20 a.m.
Leave Louisvilld  12:01 p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch  2:28 p.m.
Leave Central City . 3:3o p.m.
Leave Nortonville  4:08 P.=
Leave Evansville  12:50 p.m.
Leave Nashville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Pr'nceton  4:55 P.M
Arrive Paducah  6:to p.m.
Leave Paducah  6:t5 p.m.
Arrive Fulton  7:30 p.m.
Arrive Gibbs, Tenn.  8:06 p rn.
Arrive Rives  8:13 p.m.
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis .1.10
Arrive New Orleans  to:35 L4e
No. to3 No. tat
6:oo p.m.   . . •
9-40 Pam 7:30 11.11L
6:30 p.m. 9:00 ALM
133)8 a.m. 11:05 a.m.
T03 a.m. ta:p3
1 :443 a.m. 1:38 p.m.
440 PM. 8:30 La.
700 p rn. 8:os a.m.
9:45 p.m. it:20 !A.M.
2:27 a M. 2:35 p.m.
3:40 a.m. 4:15 p.m.
3:45 a.m. 4:30 p.m.
4:50 a-m- 6:oo p.m.
5:51 a.m.
6:ot am.
7:15 a.m.  ••
812o a.m
8:15 .in.
NORTH BOUND No. 102 No. 104 No. Ise
Leave New Orleans  7:10 p.m. 915 cm.  
Leave Memphis  645 a.m. 8:50 p.m. 
Leave Jackson, Tenn.  8:07 cm. so:to p.m.
Leave Rives  it :58 p.m.  
Leave Fulton  10:15 a.m. 12:35 cm. 6:oo a.m.
A rrive Paducah  11:30 cm. I 43 cm. 74o a.m.
Leave Paducah  :1:25 a.m. 1:48 a.m. 7:50 cm,
Arrive Princeton  i3:39 pm. 3:03 a.m. 9:99 CAL
Arrive Hopkinsv:Ile  6:15 p.m 5:10 a.m. . 
Arrive Nashville  9:25 p fil 8:to &M.
Arrive Evansville  3:45 p.m. 9:45 cm-
Artire Nortonville  1:aft p.m. 3:54 a.m. to:35 a.m.
Arrive Central Oty  2:05 p.m. 4.30 sin, 11:30 a.m.
Arrive Horse Branch  3:06 pin. 5.18 a.m. 12:55 p.m.
Arrive Owensboro  *415 P.m 8 oo a.m. '4:55 p.m.
Arrive Louisville  5:35 0-m. 7.50 a.m. 4:35 Pm-
Arriye Cincinnati  9:15 P.m 1200 noon 
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 3/4
Leave Paducah  12:40 Pm. 4:20 p.m.
Arrive Carbondale  4:25 .in. 8:40 D.=
Arrive Chicago  6.30 a.m 6:30 a.m.
Arrive St. Louis  8.3o p.m 7:20 a.m.
SOUTH SOUND No 3os No. 375
Leave St. Louis  7:45 a.m. 9:40 P.m.
Leave Chicago  2:50 a.m. 6:20 p.m.
Leave C,abondale  11:40 a.m. 7:05 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  3:35 p.m. 1100 11.121.
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LLNIIL
NORT BOUND ioz-8031 135-835
Leave Nashville  11:zo sin.
Leave Hopkinsville  11:20 a.m.
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 pm.
Leave Paducah  615 p.m.
Arrive Cairo  7:45 P.m.













crused an accident. The inmates of to Mr. Frcla Hie has one son, Childs
t n apartment house are not allowed Frick, 21 years old, and, one daughter,
. ta play the piano after to o'clock in Helen. A year ago be leased the
the evening unless a party is being Vas&-sbils house M the corner of
given, and the doors of all house': Fifth, avenue and Fifty-first street, for
SOUTH BOUND
Leave Chicago 
Leave St.Lenis  9:40 p.m. 1:50 p.m.  
Leave Cairo  6:0o a.m. 5:55 P.M.
Arrive Paducah  7:45 a.m. 7:40 P.m.  
Leave Paducah  7:50 a.m. 3:ro p.m.
Arrive Princeton  9:29 a.m 4:45 p.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville  6:to p.m.  
Arrive Nashville  fraS
122-822 136-836
6:20 p.m. 9:40 Lin.
• I
Trains marked (o) run daily except Sunday. All trains rsa
daily. Trains 103 and toe carry through sleepers between Cincinnati.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and ton sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Rot and 822 sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Rot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
gleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo Ky.
JOHN A. scorn., A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tom
.1 c dosed at to o'clock, making :` he pays $so,000 a ycar for, S HATrII, G. P. A., Cities" OIL ninglirirt*
recessary for people who have vise twenty years. , W. H. BRILL, D. P A 1111. Ls. .s.














14 Saves:25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
so BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
Matta Efingere Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
1E0 S. 'HUED SIBEET: PADUCAH. KY
CENT to iwritel  r big If VOLE 
I 
COST TO.
showing the Tort •-•
it- -;;;;(1 fUeN I/el a at nifatsursow any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
0from an v.
at a." jk, e•or on arty k.lid of fermi, until you have received our complete Irre• Catslogo*. illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-gruel.bicycles, old patters' and latest models, and learn of ear remark•ble LOSSPRICES and weintliastld eases made 
direct to rider 
palette by selling from factor)with no In 1 profits.
sag ame ggs ammo" erahest a cease &lase, Pay the Freight antallow 10 Days ileWeett'lei Thaw other liberal terms which no 0th,,Shouse in the world will do. WEI learn everything tad get much vainable information by empty 
ee 
ea • postaL
We need • Raft? (1stag Is army town and eau alter an opportunit)to make money to suitable ihmang men who appry at once.
$8 0 rINGTURE-PROOF TIRES c" LY
.60 per tiair.
0 Int roducto
We Will Sell MILS, TACK!
ON GLASSYou a Sample WWI LEI
Pak. for Only OUT THE All
(CASS WITH ORDEN 54.as)
NO KOBE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Reisult of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Tws Hundred Thousand pairs ursw is gelid ow Oser
Stwanty-tva Thousand pairs said lest seat
DO NOT writ BICYCLE
.80 $4.8°Fre 17.41
Nobles the Welt yeleber treed
▪ bed masaterte MAIM *it'
and ••ti," aloe elm strip "I1*
to prevent glen Thh
Ore win eastlsat any tithe,
smatie—ft0IFT, ILLArric and
EAST ItEDIMIL
wgragelpeenralrcli!ality of rubber, which never becomes poems • la climes up small punctures
Ni Made in all rises. ft is Lively and easy **TY thillibl• and limed bileclt
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers slat ibgthat their tire* have only been pumped up once or twice in • whole Ammon. They weigh no more thanas ordinary tire, the pasetar, remain qualities being even by several layer, at thln, speciallygleepeved fabric on the tread. That ''Holding Met" sensation coramentyfett when tiding on asphaketr soft road, is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from beingameeard out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of thesethus taiLle per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making a lackey price to the rideet Oaf/ JON 'per pair. all orders shipped sone day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on approval.You not pay • cent until you have examined and found them Strictly as reyesented.Ilhassitt allow a soak dieseenet of 5 per cent (Thereby making the price 1E4.55 per pair) if you sendFULL CASH WITH ORDER and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickelplated bras, bend pump and Iwo Sampson metal puncture etemem on full paid orders (these metalclosers t• he used in ease of intentional knife cuts or heavy 'mhos). Timis to be renamedat OCR expense if for any reason they are not mtisdactory on examination.We are perfectly relistle and money seat to us is as safe as in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,
these time, you will Sod that They will ride easier, ran faster, wear better, longer and look
banker, Or Sleight agent or the Editor of this paper about us. IfInt order a pair oi
leer than fay tire you here ever used or seen at any mine. We know that you !be so well pleasedthat *bee you went a bicycle you wilt give as your order. We want you to *end us a small trialorder at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
btallt-en•wheela seddoss, ;models, parts and *cosh,. ant00A457701.1gRAIKES. everything in the Weide line are sold by us at hnifTheasuat"rims charged by dealers and repair men. Write tor our big SUNDRY catalogue.Do Dor WAIT but 117401.4: atia air 4741 today. DO 
NO'Tsejone 
uji THINK OF BUTIN2A
LiI ion. knew the newWeiedierfut teen we us norrag.- -Tre7iTtY ce -• to earn everything. write it NOW. ,








• for Sick and Injured Only.
313 SOUTH I HIRD STREET
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHOSE














THE FASHIONS AT SARATOGA
LACE, LINGERIE HATS, EMBROIDERED LINENS, SHAPED
LINEN SKIRTS, LINGERIE DRESSES, PARASOLS, TRAVEL-
--MG CLOAKS, THE LETTER BOX.
Summer is "the time to be charm- an additional attraction 'and show off
ing," and while rich brocades or vel-I the embroidery and lace which in
vets hold undisputed sway in their , many cases make up the larger pro-
season, gossamar fabrics, laces and portion of the dress. They are all
fluttering ribbons enhance youthful , constructed on the same principle
charms and soften "time's unkindly and different ways of arranging lace
touches" in thosie who have left the insertion, large designs of hand em-
s2ring time of life in the distance. broidery, or open eyelet work, bring
Lace was never before in such de- iabout some degree of novelty, and
mand or such variety, especially shirring, tucks, or gathers confine
Irish baby crochet, which with hand thhe waist.
embroidery constitutes many of the Illustration.
most elegant garments displa ed at Thanks are due he Mc al
11
this mecca of the nouveaux riches.
A giance at the crowded verandas
ot the large hotels at morning con-
certs, indicates an unusual variety of
he -gear, the most ordinary being of
"'roagh and ready" straw in sailor
shape, with severe black bands, desti-
tute of anything akin to a bow or
rosette.
makers and designers of fashion, for
the: handsome illustration accompany-
! ing this article.
Parasols are even more important
than hats on walks to the springs,
on verandahs, or on afternoon drives
to the lake, where point lace, hand-
some embroidery on silk or linen,
brocaded silk in conjunction with
The Other Extreme.
Was illustrated by a gem of a ba-
tiste lace hat, the crown encircled by
two rows of sparkling red cherries,
bushed at the back by a cluster of
Black velvet
's now a potent factor in lingerie
hats, and the newest are of embroid-
ered linen, the cap-crown tied
around with wide black' ribbon vel-
vet ending in a large bow at the
front. Many hats of creleta embroid-
ery are worn by the "smart set," and
liandsome leghorns trimmed by ex-
quisite flowers 'Nye not become-
common. Some beneficient mortal
has designed a covering for hats of
delicate texture, when worn on auto-
motbile rides or -dire-say functions. It
is a calash of pongee silk, coming
dote around the face, and a deep
frill buttoning over the neck, forms
a complete protection to both hat and
Plain or Embroidered Linens.
Are the recherche drerrand not
only white, but many shades of pink,
blue, natural color, lavender or green
are on view, the majority made with
the. corselet. skirt and small eton
'trimme wit ace," which expres-
sion conveys but a faint idea of the
charm of those tiny jackets. Bands
of open-work insertion. coming up
the front, are a stylish trimming for
both white or colored linen suits, or
medall'ons of lace, perchance oval,
square or round are inserted on the
plaits of the skirt, or at regular inter-
vals, and always on the jacket.
Shaped Linen Skirts.
Strewn with sprays of hand cm-
briodery, take first rank in linens, th:e
lower edge of the skirts finished by
cords or tucks, the waists surprising-
ly simple, a full front witti a small
V of Val lace. The ensemIde of the
linen suit is completed by lit4tj shoes
striped in pink, cr'mson, la4ender,
blue or brown., always with a
ribbon how on the instep the c lor
art
.a. of the stripe, which needless to .
1. runs lengthwise. Hand embroider
white linen or cotton, and are eve
more in vogue than wide leath




Are in order at all flours--the
plc grades for morning, and the more
elaborate for afternoon or evenin
chiffon shirings are displayed in large
numbers. All other styles, however,
render homage to embroidered linen.
?which in the high grade article is
,very beautiful. Eyelet work (white)
f,aprasols are next in rank, and com-
binations of black and white silk are
the acme of style.
• • *
! To watch the incoming tide of
!travel from the veranda of a large
hotel, in entertaining, and nothing
i t-0%es a more correct indication offinancial status.. than the traveling
I
cioak. Rersons of moderate means
wear long linen coats, either with
k black or colored collars. The next
lg. is the attractive pongee cloak
I Nsith accessories of colored sink,.
fancy braid, gilt buttons, etc. Then
come handsome ghtria coats in
white, blue or crimson, with elegant
gilt buttons down the front.
Letter Box.
Discouraged: I cannot see why a
girl with pretty teethh and beautiful
chestnut hair should consider herself
p am. —Afrange your hair becomiril;
ly, keep it brushed and trim. And
are you taking the best of care of
the teeth?
Brush them thoroughly, using a
liquid mouth wash that contains no
acid ,nad tosasaay uegyy pica etaoin
acid and polish thein until they
gleam like pearls, but be careful
the powder that you 'use; gritty
powders destroy the enamel. Try
Sozodont powder and wash. I hay"
used them for years and consider
them perfect.
* * *
%ell is worn considerably especially
in brown net, or lace. It goes well
with most of the summer shades. Of
course other colors are worn but
brown is first choice.
FANNI E. FIELD,
Station W.
HARD ROW FOR ROOSEVELT,
DECLARES BRYAN.
New York, July 12. — Today's
Times prints the following cable
from its correspondent at London:
"Is it true," I asked Mr. Bryan
yesterday "that President Roosevelt
caught you in swimming and stole
your clothes Over in America they
say that is what has happened."
"He didn't get all my clothes," Mr.
Bryan answered, laughingly, and
quickly added: "I doubt whether
what he did get fit him very west]."
Mr. Bryan went on:
"It is hard, upihill work for Mr.
Roosevelt to make his administration
I respond to the country's evident de-mands for reforms, for the country
gave him no mandate. The platform
on which he was elected does not de-
clare that our laws and our govern-
ment should aim at the welfare of
the whole people, but if a democratic
p:esident is chosen in 19°8 he will
undoubtedly represent a party com-
mitted to this reform idea and will
be in quite a different situation.
' There is no doubt about the peo-
pie's wish in this respect. Views
that were considered revolutionary a
few years ago are now accepted as
spne and necessary. A change has
come over the country. An Ameri-
can asked me today: 'Mr. Bryan,
how do you explain the change that
has come over some of our rich :nen
in respect to their attitude toward
democratic principles?' I replied:
'The explanation is very easy. Peo-
1.1e who live in a valley watch the
dams above them, and if a flood is
threatened they know that the higher
the dam the greater the danger, and
s. me of them have made up their
minds that they cannot afford to
dam public tentitnint any longer.'
"There is another thing to be e tn•
sidered." Mr. Bryan remarked after a
pause, "namely, the ethical move-
ments. A great many men are be-
ginning to learn that there some-
thing in the world more valuable
than money, and it has gratifl..: me
t • hear of nunihers of cases where
men have taken a larger view of their
relations to their fellows And of their
responsibilities. This introspection is
malang some of them ashaxismed of
the questionable met.c:cls to winch
they have resorted in the past."
E. H. -'t.iilYEAR
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building






Trimbt Street R._•sident Lot.
North Side between Ninth and
Tenth lot 40x15o to alley. High and
dry. Good neighbors. On car line.
:055n part cash, 5525 all cash.
WRITTENIORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity Building. Both
'phones 835.
The Register, to cents per week.
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are In the midst of hot weather and sleeping is  a tor-
-tureitrths-pment time, and these beautiful moonliglits we have
at present. Come one come all and hear his musc at 6o6 S. 4th.
at., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machines
from tro•to ItOo pat within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember rny records for siCe are Sin. 35c, to in. 6oc. 12 in.
$1.00.
We have high ciass operatic records from $1.00, $2.00, $3.00,
$4.00, 55.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carat's° and Sourate and Gazors and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is Orfect. .We
don't sell second hand machines or records. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect and flew. We don't give
c'iscounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
needed' and we will repair your brbken machines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zono-
phone. I have 500 new and latest music from ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Urchestria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. m. to to p. m.. No pieces played twice and we play
from 75 to zoo pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it Is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophons
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking machine friend
'IN GILBERTO,
ThiE TALKING MACHIN OF Paduc
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practice in all courts of Kea.
t.ckj. 
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re-4
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.








OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREG
LAVVYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,.
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114. Old 'Phone 484.





Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.•
Rooms I, 2 and 3 Register Boil&
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 396 Office Asa
DR. R. E. HEARNE
RROOKIIILL BUILDINGye-
TELEPHONE NO. 444. ,
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS-
/20 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 3,55
Office hours 8to to a m. to
p. m. and 7 to p. m
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE N D
THROAT.





Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office 3o6 Broadway—Phone lap





Old rhone 498 Red; New Phone sa
PAI7UCAH, KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificate 
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five nabs.







_LAR.GEST! LDEST! DiOSTO AN GSTAFF-• RM ANUFACTURING
Incorporated.
ANLY Sash and n
LANT Owning their own SaW and
O Door House in r ADUCAH,
 KY. ....Planing Mills and Dry Kiln
}laving just added a HARDWOO
D FLOORING Department we are NOW MANUFACTURING OAK, and BE
ECH
Flooring, end matched, bored and kiln dr
ied. We are making especially low prices on house bills.






WE ARE MENTIONING. 
I PERSONAL NOTES. +
Phenol, Sulphur Candles, 
z z 4.
• Chloride ot Lime, Rat
and Roach Paste
OitIolol":-; 1
LET US FIGURE WITH YOU 
+++I ir++4-t-e"?+.4.4.1100++•i-i-i-2-tri
Fly Paper, sticky and





Foul odors, decaying matte
r, all
nds of vermin which cause 
sickness
'end discomfort can be 
destroyed by
aping these preperations.
Alersys on hand at
Bring us your prescriptions.
McPlierson,s
Drug tore.
.111;)UR tiTli AND BROADW
AY.
• 
FOR RENT—A desirable 
resi-
dence corner Ninth and Monro
e Sts
All , modern convenienoes, 
good
-stables. Apply to S. C. Vaughan.
WANTED—A, tenant for a 
bus'-
mess house coo. Fifteentb and 
Ten-
nessee streets. Good Grocery 
stand.
Will give party a lease for a 
number
of years, and will build house t
o suit,
either one or two story. Apply
 or
"write to Jake Biederman Gro. & 
B.
'Co., Paducah, Ky.
WANTED—Bilious people rct ta4e
Softiies' d;iver iCapsules 125c. A.





, •elsnice in West End. All moder
n
conveniences. Apply to L. S. Du-
Dols. •
FOR SALE-35 Acre irriproved
f Maxon Mills, fine creek( bottom.
only so.00. Apply 613 Broadway.
WOR RENT—Ninth. %and Jeff
erson;














kfl,ENTS—Evervwhere, to sell, its
lighters; no electricity, firs 
or.flanse;
*old mot gas, it hiaiil!sj 
everlasting,





ihuifding at 103 South Seco
nd, new
occupied by Paducah Di
stilleries
essays ray • ; 4
The Osark
At Cresi Sprinv,„"Vis“wiik m
ake
a rate of $io per'vfeeW for th
e bal-
ance of the season; The I. C. 
rail-
road will give reduced rates. 
The
finest mud baths in the land at ,,T
he
'Ozarle, also hot, cold, vapor, s
pray
.and shower baths. .
MRS. HARKNESS, Proprietress.
S300---20 Per Cent. Investment.
_ turrohanicsburcr 3 room house en
loet lot. Pays $6o year rent. Near big
-mills. Cash.
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE





A splendid face pow-
der that will not In-
jure the most delicate
skin. Only
Five Cents a Box
W ILKER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.
aruggists Fifth and War
w.
Both Phones 173. •
Mo. J. K. S  and children o
f
Clarksville, Tenn., returned home
yesterday after visiting the form
er'!
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Henr
y
poison, Platt's Chlorides Smith 
of Fifth and Ilarrison streets.
Dr. C. E. Whitesides went to
Nashville yesterday after spending
several days here.
Mr. C. K. Smith, Jr., and Miss
Mildred Smith of Clarksville, Tenn.,
have returned home after visiting the
family of their uncle, Mr. James F.
Smith of West Broadway.
Mr. and Mrs. William Mercer h-aoe
retioned from Roanoke, Va., and en
route home stopped over at Louis-
ville where their daughter, Miss Nel-
be will visit the rest of the summer.
Mr. George Goodman leaves today
foroeolorodio on a months' camp. He
will be joined at Pueblo, Colo., by
Mir. Frank Harris the railroad eng-
ineer, formerly of this city.
Mr. James E. English isi in the city
irom Kanklalote, Ill., where he is no
w I
located in the esoisroiss'on brolnerast
business+.
and Mrs. Ferrman of Grand
Rivers are here visiting the former's
sister, Mrs. L. W. Emery of Sixt
h
and Jefferson streets.
'Mrs. M. Mills of 'Wing° w4 arrive
next Wednesday to visit Mrs.-4arn
uel
Beadles.
Mr. Earl Foreman tos returned
from a six week,s' stay so Arkansas
.lfirs. T. J. brenton is *whiting in
Metropolis.
Mrs. W. M. 13oldry has returned
front Eureaka Springs, Ark.
'Mrs. Jerome Allen and son, Abra-
ham, of Lamont, are visiting in the
city.
Dr. Grahant and wife go Ito Bland-
vine tomorrow to visit.
AG% Bertha Crawford goes, to
Henderson, Ky., tomorrow to visit.
111ks. C. E. Phipps has returned
from visiting in Mayfield
Mir. • James Scott, the cbry goods
clerk is sojourning ae Dawson.
•Mliswes Blanche Hills ond Lillie Mae
Winstead will return today from Ja
ck-
9°111. T.11/1.. where they 
went to at-
amid the ftotral of AL K. 
jotm, the
falser wf Mho Laura Jobe, who 
has
visaed tbe Paducah ladies often.
:Mrs. Sawnwl Worm and children 
of
F.vansville, Ind., lure returned home
suitor viwiaiag their sister, Mrs.; 
John
erstreete.
Mtn.. T. I. Householder and 
daugh-
per. Was Ella, go to New 
Albany,
tomorrow, to
Capt. Richard J Barbel left 
this
morning for Memphis to spend
 sev-
eral days with his daughtor, 
Mrs.
Jacla
Agoorsaqt J. S. Roos yesterday 
went
to Illiettowa to spend S
unday with
hiakatiily. that is visiting there.
Misr Mary Scott hart gone to 
Wash-
;moron. D. C., to visit her 
cousin,
Mliss Mar 1111ringhtirst.
.nr. Nordin Hond is visiting
 at Mt.
Verona, Ind!
Mr. Thomas King has 
gone to
Arkansas to. visit
Mr. Clarence Landrom wa
s here
yesterday en route to Smi
thland ro
visit his parents, Attorney 
and Mrs
George foondrum. The 
fotmer is
ens4.a ia *e U. S. navy.
tan Illiosbeth Rigg has 
returned,
from vitiating in Cynthiana, K
y, '
Mr. and Mrs. R. s: Van Lo
on have
gone to Cincinnati, where the 
latter
will soot(' the summer.
Misses Lucile-and Acuidh Pe
ru-
r.ian of Knoxville, Tenn., who
 have
been -v'siting Miss Mary 
Bondurant
of North -Sixth, will this
 week be
the gnests'of Miss Corinne 
Winstead
of Seventh and Washington.
Fred Nolen of Union City, 
Tenn.,
is visiting his aunt, Mrs. Wm.
 V.
Green. , .
Misses'. VCfOtt an Elsie Strtet, and
Mrs. George Zimmerman of C
incin-
nati, returned home yesterday a
fter
visiting :Hiss Irma Reitz of Wes
t
Ilroadway.
Preiident David . Adams of 
the
newly .organized Smithland bank wa
s
here yesterday on business.
Mrs. Joseph R. Ritig of Cynthiaira,
Ky., will arrive tomorrow to visit
Mr. and Mrs. Phil J, Abbott.
Supt. A. II. Egan, nadmaster F.
L. Thompson and Master Mechanic
R. J. Turuloill of the I. C., terminals
here, so to Chicago tonight, to at-
tend tomorrow the annual meeting
of division superintendents, road-
masters and master mechanics of the
entire system, at which time Corning
improvements will be outlined.
• RIVER RIPPLING&
(-1-4-O+++++-O++++4--:-1-1-: I I1 I It I
The steamer Kentucky got out for
the Tennessee river yesterdtay after-
noon. She remains up that stream
until next Thursday night.
Tomorrow night late the steamer
Clycbe comes out of the Tennesse:
river and lays here until five o'clock
Wedoeoday afternoon before getting
out on her return that way.
The Reuben Durrbar will gat here
today from the Cumberland' river, and
if the water is high enough, will go
back that way tomorrow.
The Dick Fowler returned from
Cairo last night and Fay, .here until
eigth o'clock tomorrow before getting
out on her return.
The Joe Fowler comae in today from
Evansville and lays until to o'clocic
tomorrow morning before getting out
on her return.
The John S. 'Hopkins went to Ev-
ansville yesterday and gets back here
next Tuesday.
The Peters Lee passed here yester-
day en route to Nfemrphis from On-
ci n nati
The Georgia Lee gets to Cincinnati
Tuesday and leaves there Wednesday
afternoon on her return this way for
Mk aphis.
The City of Savannah will leave St.
Louis tomorrow and gets hero Tues-
day morning en route up the Tennes-
see river.
The City of Salt illo Games out of
the ennessee river Tuesday on route
back to St. Louis.
NOTICE.
TO 11HE CITIZENS OF PADU-
CAH, KENTUCKY:
We have completed arrangements
whereby J. E. VV51liamson & Co., of
Paducah, Ky., have become the &twat
of our city for tir cekbrated Green
River White Bleaching Stone.
Anyone desiring anything in
etery work, woold do well to see J.
E Williamson & Co.. and it've this
material their consideration before
placing their order.
Very respectfully.
F. fi SCHOLTZ & SON.
Pony For flak.
I have a nice pony for sale cheap.
Call yen Trirrstile. PAT GROGAN.
SMALL BLAZE.
Defective Flue Caused Littie Firs at
Clyde Cooper's Horne.
Last evening a small blaze started
between the ceiling and roof above
the kitchen at 'the residence of Mr.
Clyde Cooper of Ninth anti Madison
ntreets. It originated from a detective
floe in the kitchen, but was exting-
uished 'tbe fore there occ nrred any
ckurnogie amounting to anything.
•
LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF
•
—The council meets in regular
session tomorrow evening at the city
hall .
—Contractor Jack Cole has been
employed by the county authorities
to superintend construction of the
new county poor farm bildings to be
built by the county authorities, and
not let out to private contractors.
—Mks. Andy Clark is confined with
illness at their home on West
Monroe street.
—Justice John J. pleich has moved
his office from 121 South Fourth, to
201 South Fourth.
—The pay car for the Illinois Cen-
tral establishments will keep open
that evening.
—Yesterday morning at inany
points over the city there were
found the dead bodies. of English
sparrows, drowned during the heavy
rainfall all the night before.
--Mrs. L. Thomas of Melber and
daughter, Mrs. Blanche Thompson of
Ciaainesville, Texas, continue to im-
prove at the residence of Mr. Robert
Thompson of West Broadway.
When needing first ease table
service at parties or ffinngs, 'phone
2352, Dick Logan.
Trimble Street Lots.
We offer a general bargon in the
way of two aoxtso feet lots to an
ailer- oil the north side betweee
Ninth and Tenth streets. Both
It ts $r000, part cash. $roso all casit
This is the best lot bargain,. offered





Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, tail
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.




The Register, to cents per week.







Can't You Help Us?
We have six vacancies for bookkeepers and stenographers today and
cannot fill them. What are we to do? This is not an unconunon occur-
rence with us. The demand for our pupils always exceeds supply. If
you are qualified we will place you in a position free of charge. If not
qualified we will qualify you. Come to see us.
Paducah Central
Paducah Central: Its record has never been equalled.
We'





Steam arid Hot Water tleat41 0
Phone 133. 529 Broadway,
4.0.0"...e.""saf4111AffleNtl
I sr •A•19, •
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Beller-
Campbell Dlock.




OFFICE PHONE Sas-a liCESID
ENCE PHONE 3as
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
s Horse Power Motor.
t 554 Horse Power Motor.
t 8 Horse Power Motor.
I lo Horse Power Motor.
I 200 Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
1111..123 North Dearth *tree(.




S. P. POOL, L. Ck STEVENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING Co.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110. 203, 205 S. Third,
BUY
TRADE WATER COAL
IT IS the BEST





est Kentucky Coal Co.
48.111'4(1i 
LI.S -
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